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Veterans,loved
ones mark 75th
anniversary of
Pearl Harbor
By DAVID SNOW
editor@murrayiedger.com

DAVID SNOW/Ledger & Times photos
ABOVE: World War ll veterans attending Wednesday's Pearl Harbor
Day ceremony at the American Legion Post 73 were (from left) Navy
veteran John Resig, Army veteran
Dick Weaver, Marine Corps veteran Frank Keller and Navy veteran
Hal Cutini.
LEFT: Veterans and members of
American Legion Post 73 listen
as author Constance Alexander
reads an exerpt from her book of
poetry, "Kilroy was Here." which
describes family emotions and experiences during World War II.

)0. See RAPE Page 3

NOTICE:
The Arts ef- Entertainment
Page that runs in Thursday's edition ofthe Murray
Ledger & Times will be in
Friday's edition this week.
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Pearl Harbor remembered

A Calloway County grand
jury will hear evidence in the
case of a Paris, Tennessee, man
accused of rape after a judge
found probable cause Wednesday to move the case forward.
Calloway District Judge
Randall Hutchens made that
decision
following
the
preliminary
hearing
for David
L. Tyler,
20, of Paris. Tyler's
next court
appearance
would be
TYler
Jan. 17 in
Calloway Circuit Court if the
grand jury issues an indictment.
Detective Michael Weatherford of the Murray Police
Department was the only witness in Wednesday morning's
hearing. Under questioning
from Calloway Assistant Commonwealth Attorney Matt Hatfield, Weatherford testified that
the alleged victim in the case
had stated that she had met Tyler online via a dating website
called MeetMe.com, and just
after midnight on Nov. 1, they
had arranged for a face-to-face
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Tickets going fast for 'Beauty and the Beast'

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwnght@murrayledger.com
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Dec. 7, 1941, marked the
United States' entry into World
War 11 when Japan attacked the
Pearl Harbor Naval Base near
Honolulu, Hawaii. When the
smoke had cleared, the cost was
tragic: 2,403 Americans killed,
1,178 wounded and 188 aircraft
destroyed. The USS Arizona
was sunk, its resting spot now
the site of a memorial in the harbor.
o• On Wednesday, American
Legion Post 73 in Murray held
a ceremony to remember the
anniversary of what President
Franklin D. Roosevelt called "a
date which will live in infamy."
Area veterans and their loved
ones filled the hall for the special event.
An honor rifle guard provided a three-volley salute at
11:48 am., coinciding with the
time of the 1941 surprise attack;
which took place at 7:48 arri:
Hawaii-Aleutian Time. Post
73 Service Officer Mark Kennedy played taps following the
three-volley salute, and the post
flag was lowered to half-staff,
where in will remain until Dec.
15, when the post meets.
Post Vice Commander Bill
Cowan emceed the ceremony.
Calloway Judge-Executive Larry Elkins and Murray Mayor
Jack Rose were present for the
ceremony.
Author Constance Alexander
read a passage from her book of
)0 See POST 73 on Page 2

GOP majority
chooses committee
chairs for Kentucky
House
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press

Local schools receive cable franchise agreement funds
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.com
Wednesday marked one of
the more enjoyable times each
year for the Murray Cable Commission, as it got the chance to
play Santa Claus for local school
systems.
As part of a franchise agreement between what is currently
Time Warner Cable and Murray
Electric System, it was established in 2000 that each franchise would supply funds for
Calloway County Schools, the
Murray Independent School District and Murray State University necessary for the operation
of each organization's public
access cable television channels.
Wednesday, those three entities
each received $10,000, their allotment for the current school

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The incoming GOP majority for
the Kentucky House of Representatives has chosen 13 men
and four women to act as gatekeepers for the hundreds of bills
expected to be filed when the
legislature convenes next month.
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Incoming House Speaker Jeff
Shown are (rom left) Murray Cable Commission Chairman John Yates, Murray Mayor
Hoover announced committee
Jack Rose, Murray State University Sequence Head for Television Production Kevin
chairs on Wednesday as ReQualls, commission member Janice Thomasson, Calloway County High School TV propublicans gathered in Bowling
duction
teacher, commission Vice Chair Brenda Rowland, Murray Independent School
Green for the start of their threeDistrict Public Information Officer Sherry Purdom,commission member Jane Shoemakday retreat. Republicans won a
er, Murray Electric System Broadband Customer Service General Manager Tina Cox,
majority in the state House last
P- See FUNDS on Page 3 commission member Buford Anderson and Murray Electric broadband billing
month for the first time in nearly
clerk.
100 years, giving the GOP control of every southern state legislature.
The selections included Rep.
Steven Rudy of Paducah to lead
By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
ber for storage space the theater that they haven't been able to
"Mark Manning and Terry
the powerful Appropriations and
dbatteiger@murrayiedgercom
could use to house costumes and meet permanently was the space Little put their heads together."
Revenue Committee that writes
props. In 2014, PIP lost nearly to store it in.
Cope said. "We've had some
the state budget. Rep. Jerry T.
The Playhouse in the Park 40 years of costumes and props
After the fire, Reed Interiors temporary storage in a wareMiller of Louisville, an ally of received some temporary help when a fire destroyed their stor- offered 950 square feet of stor- house (this last month) owned
Republican Gov. Matt Bevin, from the community after issu- age space downtown.
age space. Steven Reed of Reed by (the Brandon family) on Secwill lead the State Government ing a plea last month.
Since the fire, PIP has re- Interiors has recently moved out ond and Elm. They were really
committee that will examine the
Lisa Cope, the executive di- ceived costumes, furnishings of the dOwntown retail space, gracious (to let us use it)."
rector of Playhouse in the Park, and monetary donations from leaving PIP to look for a replace)0- See GOP on Page 2 asked the community in Novem- the community, but one need ment.
)0 See SPACE on Page 2

Playhouse in the Park needs permanent space
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34

33

19

18

Daily Forecast
Thursday: Sunny,
with a high near 34.
Northwest wind 8 to 11
mph.
Thursday
Night:
Mostly clear, with a low
around 19. Northwest
wind around 7 mph.
Friday: Sunny, with
a high near 33. Northwest wind 5 to 7 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly clear, with a low
around 18. Light and
variable wind.
Saturday:
Mostly
sunny, with a high near
39. South southeast
wind 3 to 7 mph.
Saturday
Night:
A chance of rain after midnight. Mostly cloudy, with a low

R

around 33. South wind
6 to 9 mph.
Sunday: Rain likely. Cloudy, with a high
near 44. South wind
around 9 mph.
Sunday Night: A
slight chance of rain
before midnight, then a
slightchance of rain and
snow. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 31.
West southwest wind
around 8 mph becoming north northwest in
the evening.
Monday:
Mostly
sunny, with a high near
43. Northwest wind 5 to
7 mph.
Monday Night: Partly cloudy, with a low
around 30. Light and
variable wind becoming south southeast
around 6 mph after
midnight.
Tuesday:
Mostly
sunny, with a high near
44. South southeast
wind around 7 mph becoming north northwest
in the afternoon.

From

Rusty Jones, the president
and chair of the PIP board of
directors, said last month that
From front
the storage space would need to
DAVID SNOW/Ledger & Times photos
She said that the space is be- have electricity available and it
The American Legion Post 73 rifle guard made up of(from left) David Groesbeck, Daryl Rezac, Vernon Anderson, Jim
ing used on a month-to-month must be
secure from moisture.
Clemons,Tony DeNezzo and Bob Bell fire a salute Wednesday In honor of those whose lives were lost at Pearl Harbor,
basis until the family is able to
"We would have to be able to
Hawaii, 75 years ago. The squad is led by Oakley Swart.
sell it.
see,and the costumes need to be
"We're still looking for in a place where they won't get
something more permanent," moldy," he said in November.
she said. "It could be next week "The community
has given us so From front
(when we'll have to move out
much, and I know we're asking
of the warehouse) or it could be for
poetry collection, "Kilroy was
more."
next year. We're happy to have
Cope said that they received Here," which described a famiit; it's just perfect.some response last month when ly as it went through that time,
Cope said that the Playhouse they put the call out for
storage. beginning with Memorial Day
is still actively looking for per"We hope somebody (will 1941 and going through the anmanent space and hopes the call us) and
help us make this guish of losing a family member
community can help.
happen." she said. "I'm amazed to the war.
"We're just looking for about at the people who give and give
Kennedy spoke about the
1,000 square feet," she said. to us. We are
heroism
of USAF Lt. Col. James
just so grateful."
"Ideally, the space would have a
For questions or to offer "Jimmy" Doolittle and the group
second rehearsal space or space space, call Cope at
270-759- known as "Doolittle's Raiders."
for a classroom. Those are the 1752.
Fighting tears, Kennedy spoke
greatest needs we have right
To check for Playhouse about how the flying group renow. Storage is the most press- needs,visit www.facebook.com/ turned to Tokyo less than a year
ing need we have had at the mo- PlayhouseMurray.•
after Pearl Harbor on April 18,
ment."
1942.
The plan was to bomb military targets in Japan, continue
YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT westward and land in China. All
HEADQUARTERS
but three of the 80 crew members survived the mission, with
Health Insurance — Now Thru Jan. 31st
one
plane landing in the SoviMedicate Supplements
et Union. Eight were captured,
toht 0,-01
three were executed and another
died of starvation in a Japanese
Mark Kennedy, the service officer at American Legion Post 73, plays taps during the
prison camp.
Call or stop by today'
Pearl Harbor Day ceremony Wednesday at the post.
The raid caused negligible
material damage to Japan, but tional box office hit, and the my dad told me,although he had decided to join the fight. They
bolstered morale among Ameri- phrase became a part of the na- two Purple Hearts."
were joined by John Bunnell and
tional lexicon," he said. "...I
At the end of the ceremony, Vernon Anderson, who served
can troops and supporters.
113 S. 4th St. on the Square • 270-293-8817
"Of the Raiders,62 survived would ask my dad what it was four local World War II veter- in later wars, but whose fathers
the war," Kennedy told the audi- like in World War II and what ans - Navy veteran John Resig, served in World War II.
ence. "They were celebrated as he had to go through. And he Army veteran Dick Weaver, MaBefore and after the cerewould say, 'I didn't go through rine Corps veteran Frank Keller mony, attendees were invited to
heroes and models of bravery."
Kennedy spoke of the MGM anything. You ought to see what and Navy veteran Hal Cutini - share refreshments provided by
movie "Thirty Seconds Over To-- a guy named Jimmy Doolittle spoke about their experiences on the post.•
kyo," based on Doolittle's Raid. and his crew did.Those were the the battlefield and the emotions
"It was a patriotic and emo- heroes of World War II,' is what their families had when they

•SPACE

•POST 73

270-761-1010

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LIC

III GOP
From front

Murray kedger & Ti
will befeaturing
short stories and poetryfrom
local writers.
Send your work to
composing@murrayledger.com
or dbatteiger@murrayledger.com

state's woeful public pension
system. And Rep. Addia Wuchner of Florence, a retired nurse
and hospital administrator, will
lead the Health and Family Services committee that will likely
vet the slew of anti-abortion legislation expected to be filed by

the Republican majority.
"Obviously in all of these we
have a learning curve," Hoover
said. "Most of the committee
chairs ... have been around, but
they have never been in position
of actually leading the charge."
Hoover and his team opted for experience with most of
their selections,choosing former
8th grade social studies teacher
John Carney to lead the Educa-

tion Committee and insurance
company owner Bart Rowland
to lead the Banking and Insurance Committee. Two former
Democrats were rewarded with
chairmanships after switching
parties, including Jim Gooch,
who lost his seat as chairman of
the Natural Resources and Environment Committee when he
switched parties last year only to
get it back on Wednesday.

1615 Kirkwood Dr.
Murray, KY
.700

I 1 1

And, in at least one instance,
hard feelings were put to rest.
Rep. Adam Koenig of Erlanger
challenged Hoover for his leadership spot last year after a
disappointing election where
Republicans failed to dislodge
Democrats'control of the chamber. But Wednesday, Hoover
appointed Koenig chairman
of the Licensing, Occupations
and Administrative regulations
committee, which oversees the
state's signature bourbon and
horse racing industries.
"Adam and I reconciled
shortly after that leadership
election, and we are much closer as colleagues and as friends,"
Hoover said. "I think he is the
most qualified person for that
position."
While the committee chairs
are set, the committees themselves have yet to be filled.
Hoover said he plans to make
those appointments during the
first week of the legislative session. II

OPEN HOUSE - Sat., Dec.10th •10 A.M.-2 P.M.

luul WhitnellAvenuP • Murray
270-753-1916 • www.mtirraylocIrjor .r ()111

Turnkey,open concept All new flooring in every MOM:wood floor living room,den,kitchen,
hallway,and utility,new carpet in all 3 bedrooms,new tile in one bath; Updated kitchen and
bathrooms; New lightfixtures throughout; Updated landscaping; All new interior doors and
door knobs; New paint throughout do Jim Day Painting;Storage/tool area offcarport; Roof /7"
HVAC and deck all replaced in 2012.Very economical dual fuel heat system (Heat Pump and Gas)
I..
A steal at$165,000.
Gerry Puckett - 270-978-0827
TIP
TO •
www.tiptoppropertiesmurray.com
TAKE
A
TOUR!
PROPIIIITITS.11C.
•2I 53
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From front

limes photos
derson, Jim
earl Harbor,

meeting at her residence in Murray.
"She told me that they were
going to have a discussion about
the Bible (after Tyler allegedly
had been at the residence for a
time)," Weatherford said. "At
that point, she said he pinned
her to the bed and raped her. She
said she did not try to fight him
for fear of being hurt. Then he
left."
Weatherford said he met
the victim at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital after a hospital
supervisor had reported to MPD
dispatch that hospital emergency department personnel were
treating a possible sexual assault
case. At that time, he said a sexual..assault kit was established
and a search of the victim's residc*e was conducted after she
had 'granted permission. Evidence was collected, Weatherford said, and was taken to a laboratory for processing. He said
results are still pending.
Weatherford also testified
that, in the wake of the incident,
the victim chose to delete her
MeetMe.com account and any
entries having to do with Tyler.
He said he was told that she did
not want Tyler to communicate
with her anymore.
"I called the website's security people and was told that they
do not keep their information
very long,only about two days,"
Weatherford said. "They didn't
have any record of the victim
having been on their site. A few
days later, though, the victim
produced her cellphone records
and showed us where she and
Mr. Tyler had exchanged calls.
At that point, I called Mr. Tyler
and asked him to speak with me,
and he agreed to meet me in Tennessee.
"When I got there, he did talk
to me, but told me he had spo-

ken with a
lawyer and
had
been
advised
to not Sa)
anything
more without the lawyer present.
I told him
to
have
his lawyer
contact me, Hutchens
and a week
went past
and I had
not heard
anything
from either
Mr. Tyler
nor his lawyer."
Tyler
was eventually
arrested and
arraigned
in front of Hutchens last Thursday. Hutchens had previously set
a $500,000 bond in Tyler's case,
but attorney Ches Clark successfully persuaded Hutchens to
lower that to $100,000 Wednesday after Hatfield had asked that
any reduction not go lower than
that.
Hutchens said a risk assessment showed Tyler to rank low,
meaning he may not be a major
flight risk, particularly at his
age, where he can be supervised.
However, Hutchens said that the
fact that he still kept the bond
at $100,000 should send a message.
"He's charged with a (Class)
B felony, meaning he could get
as many as 20 years in prison,"
he said. "Other than murder,
these are the most serious cases
we see, and I take those very seriously. That is why I set a bond
so high. Still, I think (Clark) has
made a good argument that the
original bond may be a bit high.-

NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)
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Vennessee WI re that krned fe
people and deTtroyed or damaged more than 2,400 buildings
in an iconic tourism spot at the
foot of the Great Smoky Mountains.
Officials offered few other
specifics about how they think
the two started a fire that leveled
buildings into charred scraps,
carving a deadly path through
the Gatlinburg area.
People scrambled in terror to
try to flee on foot or drive out of
the inferno that often cloaked
them from all sides,shooting hot
embers through the winds. Some
spent days hoping for good news
about their missing loved ones.
Many learned they would soon
be planning funerals.
The juveniles face aggravated arson charges in the fire in
the Chimney Tops area of Great
Smoky Mountains National
Park on Nov. 23. That fire grew
amid drought conditions and ultimately rode winds exceeding
87 miles per hour into the Gatlinburg area early last week. Authorities have not yet announced
a dollar amount on the damaged
caused by the wildfire.
The two are being held in the
Sevier County juvenile detention center.

Pictured (first row from left) Patti Ross, Rudy Williams, Oeta Henderson, Hilda Jones, teacher, Alice Burkeen,
Leroy Henderson, Edna Hopkins,(second row) Maude Williams, James Ross, Bobby Jones, Richard Childress,
Margaret Childress, Glen Hopkins,(third row) Mary Nell Hopkins, Russell Jones, Nina Burkeen, Sammy Jones,
W.H. Hopkins, Hilda Mae Williams, Opal Evelyn Williams, Mable Donelson, Rex Ross, Cordla Burkeen.
Photo provtded by Wilma Hale Edmonds

The Murray Ledger & Times will be publishing photographs taken in the past of people, places and events in Murray and Calloway County.
Email photos to communitynews@murrayledger.com or bnng them to our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
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Two juveniles charged in Tennessee
wildfires that killed 14
By JONATHAN MATTISE
Associated Press

Shady Hill School 1936

"Our promise is that we will
do every effort to help bring closure to those who have lost so
much," said Tennessee Bureau
tigatiott Director Mark
•,..
e juvenile?,,arcSlom Tennessee, but not SevW County,
where the fires spread. Otherwise,officials said state law prevents releasing more information about them.
Karyssa Dalton, a 19-yearold whose grandmother Pamela
Johnson remains missing in the
blaze, said the two should be
held accountable, even though
they're young.
"I mean, what if somebody
came through their town,and set
their town on fire, and lost their
loved ones, and lost all their
homes?" Dalton said. "It's not
fair."
Great Smoky Mountains National Park Chief Ranger Steve
Kloster said the public was "critical- in offering investigators
information through a tip line.
Previously, the National Park
Service said it believed the fire
was human caused, and set up a
tip line for people to call if they
hiked that trail on Nov. 23, or
knew anyone who did.
The investigation is ongoing
and more charges could come.
It's also possible that the case
could be transferred to an adult
criminal court, said local District Attorney General James
Dunn. II

year.
"The public access channels
operated by each system are
valuable instruments for communication of school information, calendars, activities, etc.,
and we are pleased that our cable franchises have continued to
agree to provide these funds,"
said Cable Commission Chairman John Yates in a- e.er
dres3ed to all three re
In return, each reci '
a short report about ow their
funds are utilized.
Randy Herndon, who has
taught television production at
Calloway County High School
for the last five years, was the
first to approach the podium at
City Hall.
"One thing we did for this
year was purchase a multi-use
curtain that allows for switching our set backgrounds when
you're doing our shows," Herndon said. "In addition, we were
able to purchase a laptop that
we are now using for producing
graphics, both at our studio as
well as for remote broadcasts,
such as games or the grand
march for our prom every year.
"We also purchased a couple
of DSLR (digital single-lens reflex) cameras, wireless intercom
and microphones, along with a
GoPro (a camera system)."
M1SD Public Information
Officer Sherry Purdom said that
the $10,000 her district received
also went to several different
projects.
"One thing we were able to
do with our funds was convert
the equipment we have at Murray Elementary to all-digital,"
she said. "We also have been
w

v,P

04%

•
tgave

able to upgrade our cameras (at
the high school TV studio). We
also were able to purchase a program called Sounds Abounds,
which is a music library that
we can use for editing in which
we're not having to worry about
copyright infringements.
"In addition, we purchased
an Animoto video program for
all of our teachers that is of
particular use for our magazine
show 'Tiger Stripes.' We had to
purchase additional mics for the
studio as well, and we also were
able to get an Adobe Premier
C8-6 that we're also using for
editing."
Purdom also noted that much
of this equipment at the high
school was utilized in September when the Murray Lions Club
brought back its live television
auction, hosted at the Murray
High campus,for one night. She
said that raised $2,000 in sales of
items.
"Without this money, we
wouldn't be able to have these
bells and whistles for these kids
so that they can learn," Purdom
added.
The last presentation came
from MSU Sequence Head for
TV Productions Kevin Qualls,
who chose to give an idea on
how the money used over the
years has changed the lives of
current and former students.
"For starters, we have a student who is now one of the ones
in charge of video productions at
Boeing Aircraft," he said. "We
also have two of our kids now
working at(Country Music Television in Nashville, Tennessee),
and we just happened to take a
field trip to CMT and saw that
they were using the exact same
cameras that we're using at our
studio. That really got our students' attention. We also have

another student now working
with Hallmark (television network) using the same technology she had here for video. She's
now asking about possibilities
for interns, saying,'Who wants
to work with helping make movies?'
"As far as how we've used
the funds recently, we now' have
a 4K studio, which basically
means we now have twice the
definition on our programming.
We also were able to get our studio cameras replaced,along with
our switchers."
Qualls said the funds received Wednesday are expected
to go toward replacing the incandescent lights in the eighthfloor studio of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center with LED
(light-emitting diode) bulbs, a
maneuver he said would pay for
itself within three years.
"We haven't even begun to
discuss the savings we'll have
with HVAC either," he added.
"We run our air conditioning
system full-blast because those
incandescent bulbs are so hot.
The LEDs don't get like that,
plus they last longer. Our studio
has been underutilized for so
long, and that's because we've
been using stone axes and bear
skins, basically, and now' we're
going to one of the premier studios anywhere in this region."
Yates noted that a law enacted in the late 2000s specifies
that the arrangement of the franchises making their funding a
requirement has changed that to
it being a donation, out of their
choice. So far, the funding has
continued.
"We are very fortunate that,
up to this point, they have
agreed to continue making the
donation," Yates said, noting
that a new franchise agreement
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negotiation is upcoming as Time
Warner is about to become Charter Spectrum following a merger
earlier this year. "Like a lot of
other things in this world, that's
something that will have to be
determined later."
Murray Mayor Jack Rose,
who attended Wednesday's
meeting, said he has a vested interest with the annual donation
to the schools, since he was once
the superintendent of Calloway
County Schools and watched its
TV programming grow from its
infancy. He also would like to
see the donations stay intact.
"I think (all of the schools'
representatives) have hit on
point what I think the commission wanted with that when they
had it included in the franchise
agreement in 2000," Rose said.

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
•Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
•Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
•Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living
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Open House planned
The Center for Accessible Living is hosting
a Holiday Open House from noon to 2 p.m. on
Monday, Dec. 12 at 1051 N. 16th St. Suite C.
Light refreshments will be served. The public is
invited to attend.

Photo provided
CCPL:
The
Calloway County
Public
Library
welcomed author
Ashton Lee who
spoke about the
creation of his
bestselling Cherry
Cola Book Club
Series on Sunday.
He introduced his
latest release entiMed "Queen of
the Cookbooks."
Pictured from left
are Ashton Lee,
CCPL
Director
Mignon
Pittman
and MSU student
Zachary
Harris,
who assisted with
the event

Genealogy Club to meet
The Genealogy Club, sponsored by the MurMartha
ray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center,
Finney Andrus will meet at 12:30 p.m. Friday, Dec. 9, in the
Community editor computer room. Guests are welcome.

CCSD survey is available
Parents and staff of Calloway County Schools are invited to participate in the 2017-18 Calloway County School District survey.
The survey with draft calendars has been posted on the CCSD website at www.calloway.ky12.ky.us. Click "district calendar" in the top
navigation bar. The survey is open through Dec. 30.

CCRTA will meet Monday
The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet at
11:30 a.m. Monday,Dec. 12,at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse for
its annual Christmas lunch.The cost of the lunch is $10 and reservations must be made by noon Thursday, Dec. 8, by contacting Larry
Guinn at Lguin@murraystate.edu or call 270-978-8101. Randall
Black and Marie Taylor will present a music program.
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Photos with Santa Claws to be available
The Humane Society of Calloway County will host photographs
with Santa Claws from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday,Dec. 10,at the
Weeks Community Center at 607 Poplar St. For a donation, participants will receive a 4x6 digital photograph. With the purchase of
one framed photo with Santa and a pet, additional pictures of Santa
and the pet may be taken with a personal camera at no charge. Pets
of all types are welcome. Donations will benefit the Friends of the
Shelter cat adoption programs of the Humane Society of Calloway
County. The 2017 full-color Pet Calendar will be available for purchase. For more information, visit www.ForThePets.org.

Breakfast with Santa to be Saturday
Breakfast with Santa, sponsored by the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, will be from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Saturday,
Dec. 10, at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse at 704 Vine St. Admission is $5 which includes breakfast,a visit and photo with Santa and
a variety of children's activities. Children must be accompanied by
an adult. Proceeds from the event will support the Purchase Area
Sexual Assault and Child Advocacy Center with offices in Murray
and Paducah.

Donations needed for Christmas project
The Murray Independent School district will provide Christmas
for more than 350 students and their families, and is asking for donations or family sponsorship. Contact Murray Family Resource
Youth Service Center ,Director Morgan Carman at 270-759-9592
or Dean Youth Service Center Director Janeann Turner at 270-7536565.

Winter book sale to be at CCPL
Friends of the Calloway County Public Library will host its winter book sale from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday, Dec.9,and Saturday,
Dec. 10, and from 1 to 4 p.m. on Sunday, Dec. 1 1 . The early bird
book sale for Friends of the Calloway County Library members will
be from 5 to 7 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 8. The sale will be in the
Calloway County Public Library meeting room.

MAG to host children's workshop
The Murray Art Guild will host a holiday craft workshop for children from 10 to 11:45 a.m. on Saturday, Dec. 10. Seasonal projects
will be offered for ages 7 to 10. Contact the MAO for registration at
270-753-4059 or email murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

Auditions to be held at Playhouse
The Playhouse in the Park is holding auditions for "Godspell"
from 6 to 9 p.m. on Sunday,Dec. 11,and Monday,Dec. 12, at Playhouse in the Park. The show will be directed by Lynn Milton with
music direction from Mark Dycus and will be presented Jan. 26
through Feb. 5. For more information, contact Lisa Cope at playhouse@murray-ky.net or Lynn Melton at licmelton23@att.net.

Need Line updates
pantry information
Special to the Ledger
Need Line has issued an updated request for items needed. They
include peanut butter, tuna, salmon, Jiffy Corn Meal Mix,spaghetti
and spaghetti sauce,canned pasta, Ramen noodles, complete meals
in a box,carrots, mixed vegetables, tomatoes, pork and beans,stuffing mix,Spam,chili, pudding,eggs, milk, bread and buns, hot dogs,
chicken, pork, beef and lunch meat. Personal hygiene items are
extremely low and needed are men and women's deodorant, toothbrushes,disposable razors for men or women,toilet tissue, bar soap,
shampoo, dish liquid, laundry detergent, Ziplock plastic storage
bags (one- and two-gallon size), and hotel or travel-size shampoo,
lotions and soap. Large brown bags are also requested.
Need Line also needs to stock its shelves for the Back Pack program and needed are individual-size food items including 100 percent juice, shelf stable milk, fruit cups, Pop-tarts, and cheese and
crackers.
Food items that are needed to complete,che Christmas boxes are
100 boxes of stuffing mix,200 pans of ftruit,4550 boxes of butter or
margarine and 550 dozen eggs. These items,are needed as soon as
possible.
The Christmas Food Box pick up days will be from 10:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m. on Tuesday, Dec. 20, Wednesday, Dec. 21, and Thursday,
Dec. 22. Proof of income will be needed for all adults in the home
and proof of residency. A short application form will also be needed.
When all information is complete and the eligibility requirements
are met,the food box will be available. The process to apply should
take about five minutes to complete.
Need Line served 1,260 applicants in November. The weekend
Back Pack food bags were received by 1,196 children.
The senior pick up food day will be from 10:30 a.m. to noon on
Thursday, Dec. 15.
There is an opening for the Senior Food Program. You must be 60
or older and income eligible. For more information, call 270-7536333.
Need Line will be closed from noon to 2 p.m. on Monday, Dec.
19, for the staff to attend the December board meeting. Need Line
will also be closed from Dec. 23 to Dec. 26.
Need Line is located at 509 N. Eighth St. and is open from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. Need Line is a United Way
agency.
For more information, call 270-753-6333.•
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Deaf social Christmas party to be held
Community Fellowship Baptist Church is hosting a deaf social
Christmas party at the church at 90 Kentucky 408 in Hickory at 3
p.m. Sunday, Dec. 11. Those attending are asked to bring food for
a potluck supper and a $5 gift for a Christmas game. The event is
open to the public. For more information, contact Liz Lindsey at
lizlindsey@cfbc.tv or call 270-559-4867.

Santa Claus to be downtown
Santa Claus and his elves will be at the Santa House on the north
side of the Courthouse Square from Ito 4 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 10.
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Margaret Wilkins
Margaret Wilkins, 73, of Murray, Kentucky,
died at 5:15 a.m. on Tuesday Dec. 6,2016, at her
residence.
She was a member of First Baptist Church in
Murray. She was a retired piano teacher, president
of the Murray Music Teachers Association,a member of the Music Teachers Association, a member
of the National Guild of Piano Teachers and a
member of the American Suzuki Association.
She was preceded in death by her parents. Raleigh and Alberta Boren Stamper.
Wilkins
Mrs. Wilkins is survived by her husband,Thomas Wilkins; one daughter, Shannon Wilkins of Louisville; one son,
Michael Wilkins of San Antonio, Texas; and five grandchildren,
Reagan, Hunter, Hadley and Hollis Wilkins and Adaira Hankison.
Funeral service will be at noon Saturday, Dec. 10, 2016, at First
Baptist Church with Boyd Smith, Jim Simmons and Jerrell White
officiating. Burial will follow in Liberty Cemetery in Folsomdale.
Visitation will be after 10 a.m. on Saturday, Dec. 10, 2016, at the
church.
Memorial contributions may be made to the Multiple Myeloma
Research Foundation, 383 Main Avenue, Fifth Floor, Norwalk, CT
06851.
Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield is in charge of arrangements.
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Joseph G. Chaney Sr. of Murray, Kentucky,
died Sunday, Dec.4,2016, at Spring Creek Health
Care in Murray.
He was born June 6, 1924, to William Lias
Chaney and Kate Eva Rinehart Chaney of Horse
Cave, Kentucky.
He was a decorated veteran of World War II,
serving with the Naval Air Force in the Pacific
Theater. A retired educator and engineer, coach
and sports official, he enjoyed participating in civic, charitable and professional organizations. He
was a member of First United Methodist Church
and the Togetherness Sunday school class.
He was preceded in death by his brother, William Kenneth Chaney, who was killed in action in
the south of France in the final days of World War
II; his wife of 54 years, Marie Burns Ford Chaney;
their daughter, Charlotte Suzanne O'Farrell; and
sisters, Mary Frances Burch and Paula Jean Sand-

.
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Annie Laura Shipley
Annie Laura Shipley, 99, of Shelbyville, Indiana, left our presence to be with her Lord and
Saviour on Wednesday, Dec. 7, 2016, at Major
Hospital.
She was born July 31, 1917, in Murray, Kentucky, to John and Eppie Storey Humphreys.
Annie was a member of First Assembly of God
Church for over 45 years, where she was a Sunday
school teacher and missionette leader. She retired
in 1979, after 17 years of service,from a manufacturing plant. She was a member of Rosie the RivetShipley
ers, a group of ladies that worked in Highland Park,
near Detroit, Michigan, during World War II, making bombsights.
She was preceded in death by her parents; sisters, Ruby Johnson,
Era Price, Lockie Belle Humphreys and Lela Richerson; two grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren; and two husbands, Merritt
Mothers! and LeRoy Shipley Sr.
Annie is survived by her eight children, Charles Motheral and
wife, June, of Kerrville, Texas, LeRoy Shipley Jr. and wife, Gloria,
of Indianapolis, Indiana, Robert Shipley and wife. Marsha,of Royal
Palm Beach, Florida, Mary Holbrook Jones and husband, JJ, of DeMotte, Indiana, Margaret and Kenneth Altman, of Norman, Oklahoma, Linda Montgomery McBrayer and husband, John, of Morehead, John Shipley and wife, Penny, of Martinsville, Indiana, and
Wanda Chessor and husband, James, of North Judson, Indiana; 27
grandchildren; 51 great-grandchildren; and eight great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 10:30 a.m. Saturday. Dec. 10, 2016,
at First Assembly of God Church in Shelbyville with Allen Springer
officiating. Burial will follow in Lewis Creek Baptist Cemetery in
Shelby County, Indiana. Visitation will be from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday,
Dec. 9, 2016, at Freeman Family Funeral Homes and Crematory,
Carmony-Ewing Chapel of Shelbyville, and from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Saturday, Dec. 10,2016,at the First Assembly of God Church.
Memorial contributions may be made to the Cancer Association
of Shelby County, PO Box 844, Shelbyville, IN 46176 or Wheeler
Mission,205 E. New York St., Indianapolis,IN 46204.
Online condolences may be left at www.freemanfamilyfuneralhomes.com.
Freeman Family Funeral Home in Shelbyville, Indiana, is in
charge of arrangements.

Thelma E Cunningham

FUNERAL NOTICE
Blalock. Coleman & York
Funeral Horne
Martha Canada Letterman,90
A graveside service will be at 11 a.m. Thursday, Dec.8,2014,at Coles Campground Cemetery.

Hughart, Beard & Giles
Funeral Home of HopkInsville
Thelma F. Cunningham,98
The funeral service will be at 2 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 8, 2016,
at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Green Hill Memorial
Gardens.

TOWN CRIER
The Murray City Council will meet at 6:30 p.m today in the City
Council chambers of the Murray City Hall at 104 N. Fifth St. Agenda items include the mayor's report (including a Murray Electric
System cable rate increase, rescheduling of Jan. 12 meeting to Jan.
5 or 9 and the council swearing-in ceremony), public comment (requires prior arrangement through the mayor's office), the Personnel
and Finance Committee report, the Public Works Committee report,
the Waste Water Treatment Plant report, the consent agenda (reappointments of Jim Foster to the Board of Zoning Adjustments for
a term to expire Jan. 1, 2021, Jane Shoemaker to the Cable Commission for a term to expire Dec. 31,2020, Roger Reichmuth to the
Ethics Board for a term to expire Dec. 8,2020, Marc Peebles to the
Planning Commission for a term to expire Jan. I, 2021,John Krieb
to the Planning Commission for a term to expire Jan. 2,2021, and
appointments of Deana Wright to the Code Enforcement Board for a
term to expire Dec. 8,2019,and Chris Cain to the Murray-Calloway
County Park Board for a term to expire Dec. 8.2020).
*The Murray Personnel and Finance Committee will meet at 6
p.m. in the City Council chambers with the only agenda item being
generator bids.
*The Murray Public Works Committee will meet at 6:10 p.m.
with the only agenda item being natural gas expansion projects for
County Line Road and Pottertown Road.
•The Calloway County Fiscal Court Audit Committee will meet
at 2 p.m today in the first-floor conference room of the Calloway
County Courthouse at 101 S. Fifth St. The lone agenda item is a
review of the 2016 audit proposals.
•The Murray State University Board of Regents will meet at 8:30
a.m. Friday in the Jesse Stuart Room on the second floor of the
Pogue Library on 15th Street. Agenda items include multiple reports, along with the following committee meetings: Ad Hoc Committee on Board Self-Assessment, Orientation Committee, Honorary Doctorate Committee, Academic Excellence and Scholarly
Activities Committee,Audit and Compliance Committee,Buildings
and Grounds Committee and Enrollment Management and Student
Success Committee. In the afternoon, at about 1 p.m., the Finance
Committee, Legislative and Economic Development Conunittee
and Marketing and Community Engagement Committee will meet
as well.
To report a Town Crier item, phone 270-753-1916 between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Mondays through Fridays.

Thelma F. Cunningham, 98, of Murray, Kentucky, formerly of Hopkinsville, Kentucky, died at
ers.
3:52 a.m. Monday.Dec. 5,2016,at Hickory Woods
Mr. Chaney is survived by his wife, Margaret "Patsy" Chaney;
Senior Living Community in Murray.
a son, Dr. Joe G. Chaney Jr. and wife Lynda of Murray; grandchilA native of Kelly, Kentucky, she was born July
dren,Joe G.Chaney III and wife Julie of The Woodlands,Texas, Dr.
18, 1918, to Thomas Eugene and Icy Pearl White
Chanon Biceglia and husband Donato of Wallingford, Connecticut,
Fuller.
Marisa Campbell of Tucson, Arizona, Ben Peterson of Chandler,
She was the co-owner of C & F Drapery Shop.
Arizona,and Lindsay Kinard and husband Wayne of Tucson; and 17
She was a member of First United Methodist
great-grandchildren. Surviving niece and nephews are Vicky SimpChurch. She was active in community affairs, a
son of Lebanon,Tennessee,Col. Joseph Alan Chaney,Ret. USAF of
member of the
. Pennyrile Rose Society, Christian
Panama City Beach, Florida, Kenneth Burch of Lansing, Michigan, Cunningham County Historical Society, a Friend of the Library.
and Randal Burch of Williamston, Michigan.
AARP chapter,and Pennyrile Area Museum.
A celebration of life service will be at 2 pin. SaturdAy. Dec. 10,
She was preceded in death by her parents; her first husband, Ross
2016, in the Hale Chapel of First United Methodist Church with J. Cunningham in 1972 and her second husband, Morton Elbert CunJim Stahler and Rick Dye officiating. Visitation will be at I p.m. on ningham in 1990.
Saturday, Dec. 10,2016, at the church.
Mrs. Cunningham is survived by her sons, Donald E. CunningIn lieu of flowers,contributions may be made to the First United ham and wife Peggy of of Wolf Shoals, Alabama, Dan Cunningham
Methodist Church,503 Maple Street, Murray,KY 42071,American and wife Hilda of Almo,and Tony Cunningham and wife Phyllis of
Heart Association or a veterans group.
Warrenton, Virginia; a stepson, Victor Cunningham and wife Kathy
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- of Goodlettesville, Tennessee; two sisters, Mavis Crenshaw of Todd
home.com.
County, and Odell Foster of Hopkinsville; and a number of grandThe J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
children and great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 8, 2016, at
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Hughart, Beard & Giles Funeral Home in Hopkinsville with Paige Authorities say a Kentucky teenS. Williams officiating. Burial will follow in Green Hill Memori- ager who fled the state after her
al Gardens. Visitation will be from noon until the service hour on stepmother's death has pleaded
Thursday, Dec. 8,2016,at the funeral home.
not guilty to charges including
Memorial contributions may be made to the American Cancer complicity to murder.
Society, P.O. Box 22718, Oklahoma City, OK 73123-1718; AlzheiMultiple news organizaGLASGOW, Ky. (AP) — shortly after the body was found. mer's Foundation of America, 6100 Dutctunans Lane, Louisville, tions report I5-year-old JenTrial has begun for a Kentucky
The prosecutor also said an KY 40205; Murray Calloway County Hospital Hospice,803 Poplar na Oakley's attorney entered a
man who authorities accuse of autopsy report concluded Wal- St., Murray,KY 42071; or your favorite charity.
not-guilty plea Tuesday on the
Hughart, Beard & Giles Funeral Home of Hopkinsville is in charges, which also include theft
killing his former girlfriend's lace had injuries to her head and
2-year-old daughter and dispos- genitals that occurred before charge of the arrangements.
by unlawful taking in the death
her death, but did not cause her
ing of her body in a well.
of 52-year-old Rhonda Oakley.
The trial of 26-year-old An- death.
The teen was reported missthony Barbour opened Tuesday
Gardner also said Barboing after Rhonda Oakley's body
on murder and other charges in ur told police he had injected
was found in the family home
the death of Laynee Wallace,lo- methamphetamine on May 17
Sept. I. Two days later, police
cal news organizations reported. and taken the toddler with him Special to the Ledger
said they discovered Jenna OakThe Murray Public Works Department reported that Maple ley in her stepmother's car in
Wallace's body was found on to look for arrowheads when she
May 25, 2015, in a well in Ken- fell off a bluff. Barbour has told Street will be closed from Fifth Street to Sixth Street from 7 New Mexico. Her boyfriend,
tucky's Barren County, a week investigators he administered a.m. Monday to 7 p.m. Dec. 16 for utility construction.•
20-year-old Kenneth Nigh, was
CPR, but the prosecutor said
after she disappeared.
Commonwealth's
Attor- there was no sign of that on the
ney John Gardner said at trial body.
Barbour was in a relationthat Barbour killed the girl and
placed her body in a bag that ship at the time with Laynee's
he put in a safe before dropping mother, Kelsey Wallace, and
Mix.as 44 3:00
Investments Since 1854
on December 7. 21116
it down the well on his fami- they lived in a house in a nearby
ly's farm. Barbour was arrested county, Gardner also said.•
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Ky teen pleads not guilty in stepmother's death

Girl's body found in well:
trial opens for Kentucky man
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Beshear releases guidelines
for rape kit investigations

•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic Attorney General
Andy Beshear has released recommended guidelines for law
enforcement agencies who are
investigating the results of rape
kit tests.
The guidelines include recommendations on how to manage the rape kits, how to review
the DNA results and how to notify and interview victims.
A review by former state Au-

ditor Adam Edelen found more
than 3,000 rape kits in Kentucky
had not been tested. A rape kit
is a collection of physical evidence from a victim after a rape
has occurred.
The state legislature earlier
this year approved spending $4.5
million to alleviate the backlog.
The money came from a lawsuit
settlement against Johnson &
Johnson that the attorney general's office negotiated.•
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in the passenger seat, they say.
Authorities said Nigh attempted to hang himself in custody and later died at a hospital.
Jenna Oakley was indicted as
an adult in October.
Police haven't said how
Rhonda Oakley died.•
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error should be reported immediately so
corrections can be
made.

.
F,'IN31L OR PART time
14.1sekeeping. Murray
taza. Lodge Apply in
Person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

NICE farm house
C/H/A, 2br, lba
$500 +Deposit
Call after 7 00pm
270-759-1204

Grand Meadow, MN

••••••••••••••••••••-

DRIVERS NEEDED
Now accepting applications for dnvers pulling
• 53' dry vans, providing service to our
• customers in the Midwest. Drivers must be
CDL Class A certified with a minimum of 2
. years verifiable dnving experience and must
possess a safe dependable background
▪ We offer excellent pay with incentives,
sign-on bonus, paid vacations and holidays
! and a 401K. Please call 800-237-8503 or
irlbeckadmin@hmtel.com

I
I

I
•
I
•

160
Home Furnishings
RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
secunty lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

information do so at
'
Cash paid for good
used guns
Although persons and
companies mentioned
H&H Guns
herein are believed to
inside
be reputable, The
Bensons Sporting
Goods
Murray Ledger &
519 S. 12th, St.
Times, nor any of its
Murray
employees accept any
270-753-1342
responsibility whatsotheir own risk.

ever for their activities.
060
Help Wonted

The Murray Electnc Sys em is now accepting
applications for the position of Customer
Service Representative. This position requires
employee to coilect, balance, document, and
deposit all payments from customers. Position
also assists customers in setting up new
accounts, termination of services, transferring
services, and collectIon ot.depeallgiAnd fees.
Competitive salary based oh experience and
communications skills. Applications can be
obtained at the Business office at 4th & Olive,
between 7:30 am, and 4:15 p.m, M-F,
deadline for applying is December 16, 2016.
EOE. No phone calls please.
"40 Temp Nursery Workers needed
1/9/17-11/9/17. Workers will perform duties
associated with working in commercial
greenhouse and nursery. Must have 3 months
verifiable experience working in a commercial
greenhouse/nursery & affirmative verifiable
,job references. Guaranteed 3/4 of contract
hours. 'Pools, supplies, equip, provided at no
'cost. Free housing provided for non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence
reimbursed to worker upon completion of
:50q of contract or earlier if appropriate.
$10.85ihr. EOE. Worksites in Blount &
:Loudon Co.'s TN. Random drug testing at
:employer's expense. Report or send resume to
the nearest KY Career Center & ref. job order
# TN503212 or call 270-247-3857.
Pope's Plant Farm - Greenback, TN

Used stove, fridge,
carpeting, windows,
doors, electric
baseboard
heaters,
gas heaters, NC units,
etc. 270-753-4109.
150
Articles
For Sale
I-44JSKEE Log- Splitter
211ton low hrs,
2"M-474-0716
IDEAL Christmas

Ethan Allen Buffet
Hutch $450 obo
270-217-6255
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
MOBILE home for
rent 270-293-6116.

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available'

nal Furbys for sale.
They are new and in
their box. $30.00
Each. Call and leave
your number and I'll
retum all calls.
270-753-2692. OR
270-978-9773
150
Articles
For Sale
Single Mausoleum in

Visit us online at
www St3Gproperty cum
Or

www murraykyrentals.com

woodfloors, NO,
pets,
clean
$425
month,
Call 270-293-6070

Murray Memonal
Gardens.

$4200.00

270-492-8061 or
270-293-6037.

•

270-753-1916

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

• Snow
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* Noce
* 197
•
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Truck
Chev
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•
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'
* 5500
* Truc
•
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Chev,

N
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eav
•
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X C.
Wet
*
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* Craft'
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New
Chain
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•
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METAL
Building,
88x40ft, 12ft walls,
3 10x1Oft overhead
doors. Located: 406
Sunberry Circle,
Murray. Call
270-436-2935

Saturday, December 10th • 10:00 AM
1501 121 N. MURRAY, KY 42071
Auction to Be Held At NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY

DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
WANTEDAKC
Registered
Female
Boston Terrior, prefer
house broken.
270-474-0716
410
Public Sale

Furniture, Glassware, Home Decor, Pictures, Old Clocks,
Lefton Christmas Houses, Fitz & Floyd, Precious Moments
Hawthore collection, Joseph Original, Dept 56 Snow
Babies, Lenox Ornaments, Spode Collector Plates (Ray
Harvey), Enesco Ornaments, Motionettes Animated Bears,
Kitchen Cab, Pie Safe, Marble Top Tables, China Cab,
Old Mirrors, and Much More

:
*d
s Law,
Em

•
* Behir
*
100
Incub
Wide
Gallo
Pallet

• Tern
*****

Please Check Back We Are Going To Have A lot Of Good
Merchandise
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND YOUR AUCTION NEEDS (ESTATES,
PROPERTY, FARMS, EQUIPMENT. HOUSES, ETC) CONTACT:

CHAVIS

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

REALES7ATES AUCTION
e. 304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chews • Broker/Auctioneer • ,# P2521
www.chavlsauctlons.com

A

A

1 620 NORTH 16T" STREET
89 Units A

Size

MURRAY, KY 42071

tirt<1

24/7 Surveillance•

SATURDAY DECEMBER 10" 2016 • 10:00 A.M.

812 Whltnell Avenue • Murray

270-753-3853

3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. 270293-5423

Nice 2Br, 2Ba Duplex
with garage Call
270-227-7414

•41.1.
• Po 4. 1..r.1.1

: SR,
• LAS;

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

2BR, 1.5BA, Quadplex.
550.00/ month
270-293-5423

&

utt
hsc Pre-Arrangc"-:F;,ezlalitt 3, I-

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

here!

‘‘.

2BR 2Ba duplex in
quiet
subdivision.
Great attraction for
senior citizens.
750.00 plus deposit.
270-293-5401.

University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Hearing Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
Equal Housing
Opportunity. tio
EOE

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

your ad

Call 270-753-9999
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown , Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-753-4109.

• Fold.
lC

PRE-PLANNING

to place

Shopping.
I have 12 of the ongi-

270-753-9224
Th -ink you for \rour bu flessi

Times

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

*
•
* EaSt
• RX
•
* E68
* Wing
* JD• 1
*
*
*
Rc
•L
ibeck
ract

Ovdned Opeiated by The McClure's

Call
Murray Ledger

PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
(270i753-6266
HOURS
HON-FRI
800-400
SATURDAY
8 00-1 2 00

TITLE VI Notice of- Protections Against
Discrimination
Applications can be picked up at: 1111 Transit
Way, Murray, KY 42071 or download from our
website: www.murraytransit.com
The Murray Calloway Transit Authority is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Want to Buy

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

STORAGE and

Qualifications: Must be at least 21 years old,
have a valid KY Driver's License, High-School
Diploma or GED, No moving (traffic) violations
in the past 2 years, No drug or alcohol charges
within 5 years. All qualified applicants must
pass a pre-employment drug test before being
considered any further.

140

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

G&C

Part-time Transit Driver

Readers using this

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

IIIL
I-77or Res

Real Estate: Nice 4 bedroom, 3 bath, brick home sitting on approximately
2 acre lot with kitchen, large living area, utility room, full basement with
kitchenette, and bath, 2 car carport with paved driveway.
GREAT LOCATION.
For all your storage convenience
CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
•Marray Ston & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
•MSC Stange - 1900 N. 12th
1;,t, Electricity, and 24,(7.Survrithince
.66diad Read led & ilisi-Storage Hwy.atE
Climate Control
IFT6ARIAND TAKE(ART Of YOUR STORAGE NEIDV
1900 A N. 12th St P.O. Box 65 Murray, KY 42071
Office - 270 753 2905 fax 270 753 9505
•
";•
r
,• qadandrentalsagmaiLcom

Any house built prior to 1978 could contain lead base paint. A 10 day post
inspection wavier will be part of the purchase contract. Make inspections prior to
day of auction. Terms of real estate is 10% down of purchase price day of auction
with balance in 45 days with passing of deed Any announcement made day of
auction take precedence over printed material or any other oral statements made. :
Auction company or owners not responsible for accidents
Real Estate will be handle in conjuction with
SBG Real Property Professionals.
Shea Sykes Real Estate Broker 270-293-3181
Darrell Beane Auctioneer 270-435-4420
FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER 270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959

410
Houses For Rant
1, 3, & 4BR houses to
rent. Lease/deposit
required. Call
270-753-4109
28R 1Ba $575 plus
deposit
270-978-0742
NEW House 3Br 2Ba
New appliances next to
Murray Hospital
No pets $1000/Month
270-436-2690

GRID has an opening in our Calvert City, KY office
for an Environmental Technician.
Responsibilities include:
Operate pump pulling unit
•
Pump installation and troubleshooting
•
Ability to operate small backhoes & forklifts
•
Jobsite housekeeping
•
Welding & torch operation
•
Qualific•tionc
•
•

High School Diploma/GED required
Valid driver's license and must be able to get CDL
Class A license
1-3 yrs previous environmental experience preferred
Ability to perform field work 100% of the time
Ability and willingness to travel if necessary
OSHA 40 hr HAZWOPER Training is a plus
Willing to train right candidate

Send resumes to: Seth Roberts P 0 Box 513,
Calvert City, KY 42029
Or via email seth.robertsOghd.com

NEWLY
decorated
3BR 2BA home in
county. C/H/A. No pets
$650/Month Rent $500
deposit.
Call 270-293-7019.
NICE farm house,
C/H/A, 2br. lba,
$500 +Deposit
Call after 7 00pm
270-759-1204
NEW House 3Br 2Ba
New appliances next to
Murray Hospital
No pets Si 000/Month
270-436-2690
NEWLY
decorated
3BR 2BA home in
county C/H/A No pets
$650/Month Rent $500
deposit
Call 270-293-7019

DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONS
Darrell Beane Auctioneer
Lynn Grove KY
270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959
KY# P2248, TN# 2493 Firm 5815
www darrellbeaneauctions.com

Public Sale

ESTATE SALE
1 DAY ONLY
I

Saturday December 10th

I

6am to 2pm

I

196 Vicksburg Estate Road
off Hwy 68 South of Draffenville

Everything Must Go!!
Furniture, Household Items, Tools,
Appliances, Etc.

-SEE MORE AUCTIONS ON
THE NEXT PAGE -

-1
,701:At-G=
- -GI1I41-G-G11:111r
ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
Thursday Evening December 15th At 6:00 P.M.
'7. Sutra« 7..4.0ma414, "71,44tNear 1485 And 2685 Sutton Road "Fulton County"
"Lower Bottom" Hickman, Kentucky
From The West Edge Of Hiclanan, At The Jct Of Hwy 44 & 1099, Take Hwy 94W 4,5 Miles
To S cange Rd, Procie4N 1.5 Miles To Levee "Suttee' Rd" Proceed On W 1 Mile
7P
-ii
2
- 4 i)
AIIC MIn 4 Tracts And In Combinations

'ide nwit4

iriwdedeeer.Ae 104:0,/41.10,/,‘ A'amen
A Ft IN IL- AL MI LIP
Outstanding Hunting - Areas Of Timber
Selling With A New Certified Survey!!
Tract 1 - 53.52 Acres - Tract 2 - 58.74 Acres
Tract 3 - 58.89 Acres - Tract 4 - 1.78 Acres
A Total Of 135.5 Acres FSA Wheat - Corn - Soybean Base!
Selling At Absolute Auction
laswesessurceseses-c mom Wear Illetialltal
IV

Get an ad this
size for 1 month

only $300!
CALL NICKI
270-753-1916

10% Down Day Of Auction, Balance In 30 Days - No Buyer's Premium!
Alagrestfeorr SSIIIII am, Nevis, At Trims
Illokiwee Cessilry Club 2779 St Ott 125, HIcknien, KY

JAME
S II_ 9. ASH
1 .71.E. AUCTIONEER
& REAL ESTATE BROKER
14C

.,

FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
I i ii Si I I IN( ; 414t .1 ilA.!

I1C1

Col

5

7
Diffi

er & Times

Murray Ledger & Times
Thursday, December 8, 2016 • 7

=L.

THE WESLEY THOfy1S ESTATE AUCTION

*

*
*

*

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10m,9:00 AM

*
*

*
905 DEVOR ROAD. BENTON. KY.
*
42025
a Quenon* From Draffenville Exit On Purchase Parkway, Take Hwy

MURRAY
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Clure s
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re-Arranaeme
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of funeral
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David's Home
Improvement
LLC

KENTUCKY LAKE
ilLIKTDELINALCDM

Water Damaged Room
Braces & Rea Jowls

•Humr IrnprvveNtaii
▪
•Ku,hen
el Additive's

ci

Ali Aspects

Remodeling

FALt LEAF REMOVAL AND CLEAN

270-227-2367

Fiernodelng & RLetrig

•Dryieiall shunting
ellie *flooring 'Del kr

VVII Do Insurance Work
vs.& Mestertwo Accepted

88 a
* East 46 Miles To Big Bear I-Ivry Turn East And
*
Travel 1 Mile To Devor:
*
Rd Then Turn Right Sale Is 1/2 Mile On Right
Watch For Sighs
a
*
* FARM mAcHINERY Int 4588 Tractor. "he Fermat Tractor; Dunham 34 :
or Wing Disc, Ford 4 Bottom Plow. J 0 2 Bottom Move,
J ID T Grader Blade, a
* J.D Put Behind Spray Rig, Boom Pot., 3 Point
*
Spray Rig, J 0 4 Bottom :
* Plow, 3 Pant Hookup For M Firma;
5 X 5 Bush Hog. ES' Box Ned.; 2 a
*
Row Ford Planter, Heavy Duty Boom Pole, J
*
D 4230 Tractor W/148
*
it
* Loader; Ford 8' Sickle Mower, Quick Hitch, 150 Bushel Grain
Wagon; JD. a
* Tractor Forks, I H Farmall 1466 Tractor, Cub Cultrystors,
*
I H 7 V Ripper,:
* 10* Ford Chisel Plow, 12 Graham Chisel
Plow, 8' Tulline Drag Dam, 20' a
*
* Folding Harrow, DnIling Rig, Caterpillar 510P Forklift; J D Combine; 2 Int. 1
i
* 715 Combines, Case 603 Combine Case 660 Combine
(No Motor); J.D. a
* 4 Row Corn Header; J.D Bean Header, Int 3 Row
Corn header 2 Int. :
li : Bean Headers, J D. Grain Wagon Large Massey Ferguson Drag
Doc; a
* Large Drag Disc, 5' Drag Disc, Potato Plow; Int. 1 Row
Plow VEHICLES.:
*
* Snow Trac ST4 AKTIV Fischer AS VV/Extra Tracs, 1983 Chevy
El Camino *
* 1980 Jeep CJ7, Chevy Scottsdale Truck, 1986 Ford F-350
a
Dually Truck *
* Nice 1990 Ford Super Duty Flat Bed Truck, Ford 250 Snow
Plow Truck, a
* 1976 Ford F-350 Grain Truck, 1985 Ford F-350 Econoline
Box Truck; :
*
* Chevy 60 Dump Truck: Chevy 20 Van, Chevy Scottsdale 30
Dump Bed ;
* Truck; Dodge Custom 300 Flat Bed Truck; Ford 372 V Grain
Truck. 1979 *
a
* Chevy Scottsdale 30 Dually Truck. 1978 Freightliner Semi, Chevy
Malibu :
* No Motor. Ford F-100 Work Bed Truck; Ford F-150 4 Wheel Drive
Pick a
a
*
* Up, 1971 Ford Truck, Ford Box Truck: GMC Grain Truck.
Chevy 20 Step *
* Van; 1970 Yellowstone 26' Camper. Fu 600 2 Ton Flat Bed
Truck, GMC *
New 2-4
*
* 5500 2 Ton Flat Bed Truck; Ford F-600 Grain Truck; GMC High
*
Sierra 35 a
Bedroom homes in
* Truck; Ford Econoiine 350 Van, Work Bed For Truck; Ford F-600
Tank *
*
Riverfield Estate
*
* Truck, Ford F-600 Dump Truck, 1982 Ford F-150 4 Wheel Drive
Truck; *
SBG Real Property
* Chevy Custom Deluxe 10 Truck; TRAILERS- 6' X 10' Homemade
Trailer *
Nice Like New (Needs Tires) 18' Dovetail Trailer: 8' Stock Trailer. 8' X 16'
Professionals
:
* Heavy Duty Utility Trailer: Truck Bed Trailer, Nice Dry Stagecoach 4'
270-293-7872
X 8' a
:Enclosed Cargo Trailer 7-1/2' X 12' Steel Bed Single Axel Trailer; 14' Box
:
* Truck Bed (Dry), 6' X 16' Trailer Frame; 8' X 22' Wood
Bed Trailer. Nice 5' *
*
*
X 9' Ditch Witch Trailer W/Ramps; Industrial Gas Powered Pressure
*
Spacious
*
* Washer Mounted On Trailer, 10' Stock Trailer 15' Box Trailer, 16'
Box *
5 Bedroom,
Trailer
*
TOOLS
& LAWN EQUIP MTD 8HP Rear Tine Tiller, Walk Be- :
*
4 Bath Home
it hind Mower; Custom 10XL Lawn Tractor W/Snow Blade; Sears LT1136
a
*
*
Lawn Tractor W/Cage For Driving Range, Cub Cadet Riding Mower;
*
*
* Craftsman Riding Mower, Nice 5HP 220 Upright Air Compressor;(4)110
Misti Meadows
*
* Air Compressors Engine Stand Table Saw, Assorted Power Hand Toots; *
subdivision next to
*
t
a New Belt/Disc Sander, New In Box Wagner Airless Sprayer; Boomers;
Oaks Country Club
it
t Chains. Lawn & Garden Tools, Kerosene Heaters. Compound Miter Saw;:
Newly remodled
* Assorted Metal Tables & Cabinets, Heavy Metal Shelving, Pallet Racks; 2 a
basement,
*
Craftsman
Roll
Around
Tool Boxes Assorted Hand Tools. Oil & Grease;:
*
New tumace and
*
Handyman & Small Jacks. Pull Behind Sprayers & Spreaders, Sears
*
water heater
: Lawn Tractor Garden Plow, Craftsman Wheel Weights, Craftsman Plow t
* Blade, 2 Garden Tractor Pull Behind Tillers. Wheel Horse Tractor; Walk *
Call 270-752-0477
* Behind Mower, MISC. FARM & BUILDING SUPPLIES.(10) Rubbermaid t
*
*
100 Gallon Tubs,(4) 10' X 10' Dog Kennels, Feeders;(2) Natureform
a
: Incubators, New Rolls Of Fencing Wire, T Posts. Electric Fence Poet; 12' t
* Wide Carport Frame; Propane Tanks; Fuel Tanks; Gates, Scaffolds, 210 *
Used Cars
* Gallon Plastic Tank; Bird Model 22 Meat Saw, Vintage 1970's J.D. Bicy- t
*
* de, 500 Gallon Propane Tank, Fuel Tanks, 750/1000 Gallon Plastic Tank; a
* Pallet Racks, New Wheels/Rims, 3 Brooder Heaters, 2 Incubators, 3 Nice t
*
1966
Chevrolet
Heavy Duty Stands Or Table Bases; Pallet Jack and Much More!
*
* Corvette C2 StingRay,
*
Terms
Complete
Settlement
Due
Day
Of
Sale
No
Buyer's
Premium.
t
*
4
speed
coupe,
*********************************************
327/300HP,
silver
AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE pearl/black interior,
80 ADAIR IN. CALVERT CITY, KY
$18000, marilynburRALPH AUSTIN, AUCTIONEER
kett70 gmail corn /
KY License P2471 - 270-705-4859
270-594-3121
www.austinauctionservice.com

6a11117 7

elArated *Sr Duroistis
▪ ree Estunates
eMeenbet of "A " Rating
on Aegicz LIZ

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Gaillmor*

Gallirnore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
IminsvInI/Conowdol/Dosilsolki
lanes C.isikswe

270-436-5959

CLEAN CU

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

LAWN SEM
LANDSCAPING

Licensed &
Insured

0E0MtAY.001.4

(270)759-0890

LEAP MULCHING
REMOVAL

270-293-3248

EleactrIcal Contractors, LLC

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

(m)
2931214r020

lingloat
CRiP•51•1••• 1

112

CONstsTENcy
AD.
DELT $100.00
PEI MONTI.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVESTISMII
FOE DETAILS
(270) 7113-1,111.

weekly & speclai pickups
ownedioperated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

NEL $EPTT.0
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
41 MOM*

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hui
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

.r _._._ • _,

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

At Yoe. Septic Needs
Ineteneeise
Ample

MOW PROZ •

• FALL

D.rt. Crewel,
Mine lock

Over 28 Years

I

Said A Milt*

Expenence

;

.....11121.12L162L.

•

UP I

I

Residential/Commen ial
w Locally Owned./Operated I
• Lic Atoms
Call Tern at
270-349-6380

i•

Zach 270-873-7700

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

LEAF CLEAN

FALL SCRUB TRIMMING •

David 270-227-1106
AL,SbroOlitieart_tistieu

1111 • 11111 • I•11 •

•

Check the Murraj Ledger ey Times for all jour updates!
4r

4it

(L)

Services Offend

i', KY 42071
70-705-4479
1110 P2521
:o an }

Min forget

ME1212y ef-1129S7iA/171SykOlvt
Hill Electric

mukk7z1y EEDOEI2 &779A4FS

to liii out yom
fiinnsto be eligibk

Since 1986
Residential &

to win prizes and come

Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

•

xick tomorrow to st.v
where
Prcssiey may
old up next!

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

A.M.

GAME CENTER

ACROSS
DOWN
1 Thin
1 Unite
cookie
2 Imitating
3 Two
6 Match in
weeks
value
11 Wed with- 4 Fencing
sword
out fuss
Jupiter
5
12 Sudden
feature
swell
13 Was bold 6 English
county
14 Tendon
7 Brit's
15 Checked
pound
out
Ornate
8
17 Cargo unit
planter
19 Films,
Wisdom
9
slangily
bringer
20 Essence
10
Actor
23 Concord
Ayres
25 Prudent
16 Dickens
26 Bedtime
boy
utterance
17
Sport
28 Massage
fishes
target

Word Search — Hearty, Winter Foods
A

pproximately
;ement with
Nay.

1

A
A

D day post
ctions poor to
day of auction
made day of
ements made

A

1

0
0

0

0
A

0
A
V

0
Casserole
Chili
Cream

Crackers
Filling
Hot

Hot chocolate Potatoes
Lasagna
Pot pie
Oatmeal
Roast

Conceptis SudoKu

5

Imber

By

Dave Green

6
7 2

7

1

1
8

5

1cres
cres
Basel

8 6

9

7

6
2

Premium!

5 8
9

Difficulty Level ***

Soup
Stew
Winter

SudOku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once_ The difficulty level
of the Conceptts Sudoku Increases from Monday to Sunday.

SUDOKU

;21

7•41.
is, ICY

A

A

9 2
3
2 8
7
I 2/11S1

02016 Conceptis Puzzles. Dist. by King Features Syndicate, Inc

W 4.5 Miles
. 1 Mae.

0

0
1

227-3959

County"
ituck y

0

A

A

V

:00 P.M.

A

Ii

0

7777
7
WSW)

0

Answer to previous puzzle
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29 Church
donations
30 Fixed
31 Producer's
hope
32 Attempt
33 Native
currency
35 November
birthstone
38 Bridge
utterance
41 Full of
energy
42 Jazz pianist Chick
43 Push
away
44 Kicked, in
a way
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20 Sleep
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21 Broadway
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of flag
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24 That
lady
25 Humor
27 Quibble
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33 Surfer's
ride
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Tea years ago
ball will destroy the building on
Murray High School senior Crystal South Fifth Street which has
been
Eldridge won first place and senior home to Purdom Furniture
since
Daflene Kipphut won second place
1946. The building was purchased
in the local high school competition by First United Methodist
Church
Ingle VFW's Patriot's Pen contest.
for the purpose of expansion.
like Murray High School volleyThirty years ago
bat team held its postseason banPictured are Assistant Chief Joe
on Nov. 19. Players receiving -Allbntten and engineers Mike Fara4rds include Taylor Butler, Lau- ley and Ronnie Burkeen as they
reiDieleman , Sam Thurman, Katie work on some of the toys collected
Gtrison, Lauren Oswalt,Angelique by the Murray Fire Department for
Jollies and Leah Dieleman.
their annual Christmas party.
Randy Dunn,president of MurThe tolls will be taken off of the
ra)i State University is pictured adWestern Kentucky Parkway in Janudrtssing the Murray Rotary Club on ary according to Gov. Martha Layne
a *ariety of topics,one of which was Collins.
thC need for additional funding for
Storyteller Helen Hodges is shown
thiniversity's three-phase science keeping a group of youngsters encotplex.
tertained with her rendition of the
1411, Dwight Moody, former pas- children Christmas story "The Littor and now dean of the chapel at tlest Angel," at the Calloway CounG
clown College.is shown sign- ty Public Library during Story Hour.
in
of his new book "On The
Murray pediatrician Dr. Clegg
r Side of Oddville" for First Austin is pictured standing next to a
Bretist Church member Reva Shel- bulletin board covered with photos
it
a visit to the church.
of his patients. A reception in Muring Spring recently provid- ray State University's Curris Center
ed ver 120 gifts for a "Shopping will be held to honor Dr. Austin for
Spree" so WATCH individuals his 25 years in children's medicine.
could select gifts for their caregiv- The event is hosted by Dr. Austin's
ers. Pictured are Norma Treon, Ge- office staff and Ross Laboratories.
neva Butler, Steve Knott, Amy ButForty years ago
ler, Carl Butler, pastor, Mabel Ray,
Volunteers at the Murray-CalloHoward Bucy, Mary Hun, Diane
way County Hospital were honored
Bucy and Patty Knott.
at a recognition dinner at the HoliTwenty years ago
day Inn by the commissioners of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi- hospital. Volunteers served 3.161
tal announced that Catherine Sivills hours last year.
is the new marketing coordinator for
Fifty years ago
MCCH's Home Care Services.
Steve Knight and Edwin Schmidt
Murray State senior defensive of Boy Scout Troop 77 and Jimmy
back Elliott Dunn is showing his Ramer of Boy Scout Troop 45, have
disappointment following his final completed requirements for the Eagame as a Racer, after a 31-3 loss gle Badge in scouting.
to Troy State in the NCAA Division
Murray Woman's Club will spon1-AA playoffs which ended MSU's sor its Holiday Home Tour on Dec.
seasonal 11-2.
15 at the homes of Mr and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Broach of Pur- Tommye D. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
year, Tennessee, will celebrate their Marshall Garland, and Mr. and Mrs.
50th wedding anniversary on Dec. Jerry Roberts.
15.
Sixty years ago
A three-alarm blaze destroyed
Novel McReynolds has been
the home of Reggie and Marga- named as chief of the Murray Poret Young in Coldwater. Calloway lice Department by the Murray City
County Fire-Rescue was assisted at Council.
the scene by the Farming Fire DeBirths reported at the Murray Hospartment.
pital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
In February of 1977, a wrecking J.W. Nichols.

cit.

Girlfriend seeks the best way to
nudge boy out of dad's bed
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend
and I have been together for two
years. I moved in with him about a
year ago. He has a 9-year-old son,
-Todd," who stays with us every
other week.
Todd is a
great kid, but
he has a genetic disorder
and still often wets his
bed. When it
happens, he
changes his
pajamas and
then climbs
into bed with
Dear Abby
us. I don't
by
mind, but I
Abigail
have told my
boyfriend we
Van Buren
need to start
the process
of his son not getting in bed with
us three to four times a week.
Because I know it's going to
be a process that is going to take
time, I'm trying to get it started
now. I really don't want an 11- or
12-year-old sleeping in our bed.
How should I get this process started without nagging my boyfriend?
-- GREAT KID,BUT ...
DEAR GREAT KID, BUT ...:
You have a point. Todd is a little
too old to be climbing into bed
with the two of you. What needs to
be addressed -- with the boy's pediatrician and possibly a urologist
-- is the issue of the bedwetting.
After that's been resolved, suggest
that your boyfriend have a talk
with Todd and explain that he's
old enough to sleep in his own bed.
DEAR ABBY: I am a single,
55-year-old man. During the last
year, I have felt lost. My mother,
my last close relative, passed away.
My brother and sister died years
ago, as did my father. We were a
very close family. Now I am an orphan!
I don't have children and I'm not
sure what I need to do. I'm in the

process of selling the family home/
office where I worked for the last
30 years, but I feel guilty about
it. There's so much stuff to sort
through -- both business and personal -- that I don't know where to
start. I'm overwhelmed and having
so many anxiety attacks I can't get
the things done that I need to.
When I sell this place, I know
I'm going to be devastated. I have
been suffering with depression for
more than 20 years, but now I seem
to have hit bottom. My business is
failing. I have a couple of friends,
but they have their own families
and problems. This is affecting my
physical and mental health. How
can I get past it? I'm not a religious
person.-- ALONE AND SAD
DEAR ALONE AND SAD:
Please accept my sympathy for
the loss of your mother. Grief after
the death of a loved one is a normal emotion, and you might find
comfort by joining a grief support
group. This would not only give
you a safe place to talk about your
feelings, but also help you to feel
less isolated.
If you haven't already done so,
schedule an appointment with the
physician who has been treating
your chronic depression (assuming it has been treated) and ask to
have your medications reviewed.
If you have not received treatment,
tell your doctor what has been going on and ask for a referral to a
licensed therapist who works with
a psychiatrist who can prescribe
something appropriate.
And remember that while selling
the house/office is closing a chapter in your life, it is also signaling
the beginning of a new one. It may
give you the renewed energy -- as
well as the financial means -- to
salvage your business or start one.
Please know I wish you a happy
future.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
mother,Pauline Phillips.

Apprehensive about heart-health apps
We know YOU wouldn't buy the Brooklyn Bridge -- although many
folks have believed they did! Around 1900, con man George C. Parker
sold it over and over(once for $50,000).
But chances are better that you'd fall for some less-than-reliable apps
that promise to monitor your heart health. You think. "Hey, it works on
my phone,it's cool and it's on Google Play or iTunes,so it must be OK."
Well, recently, Johns Hopkins researchers published findings in JAMA
Internal Medicine about a high-blood-pressure app they felt was dangerously inaccurate. And although that one app was debunked,another popular app,called out in a MedPage Today article, still uses the same dubious
technology.(The Food and Drug Administration doesn't regulate apps.)
The app not only promises to monitor blood pressure, heart rate, blood
lipids and blood oxygen,but also respiratory rate, vision, hearing and lung
capacity, and tests for autism-spectrum disorder!
If you have heart disease and want to keep tabs on it. the smart choice is
a medical-quality chest-strap monitor or FDA-approsed device that monitors heart rhythm. For blood pressure the American Heart Association
recommends you use a cuff-style unit for accurate readings. And we will
revisit this topic in around six nv.,nths, when the AHA plans to release a
policy statement on telehealth, including at-home heart monitoring. So
stay tuned,stay safe and don't let a few bad apps spoil your barrel of good
ones.

the Catholic dogma of the ImmacIn 1949, the Chinese Nationalist
ulate Conception, which holds that government moved from the ChiMary, the mother of Jesus, was free nese mainland to Formosa as the
of original sin from the moment of Communists pressed their attacks.
her own conception.
In 1962, typographers went on
In 1863, President Abraham Lin- a I14-day strike against four New
coln issued his Proclamation of York City newspapers.
Amnesty and Reconstruction for the
In 1972, a United Airlines BoeSouth.
ing 737 crashed while attempting
In 1940, the Chicago Bears de- to land at Chicago-Midway Airport,
feated the Washington Redskins„ • _191ting.43_of thefi I_ people on board.
73-0, in the NFL Championship - as Wel as two peC7oPIe on the ground.
Game, which was carried' ern- net' In 1980, rock star John Lennon
work radio for the first time by the was shot to death outside his New
Mutual Broadcasting System.
York City apartment building.
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BLONDIE®
, SINCE I'M NOT GETTING
A CHRISTMAS SONUS..HOW
ABOUT SOME VACATION TIME
INSTEAD?

,S CHECK OUT THIS VACATION ,
1
.THE WALKING PAPERS INN?
ITINERARY THE BOSS CAME UP
HOME OF THE PINK SLIP LOUNGE/
WITHINip-N--'F-f ON SEVERANCE STREET?
SOUNDS LIKE
WERE NOTGOING ON
VACATION
THIS
YEAR!

NOW THO5E ARE
I'M WEARING
90ME BRIGHT
MY 5UNGLA55E5
CHRI5TMA5 LIGHTS.
AT NIGHT.
WE DEFINITELY
WIN.

GARFIELD
I NEED 1'0 GET SOMETHING
FOR LIZ. SHE LOVES ANIMALS...
LET'S LOOK HERE

I'LL NEED YOU TO SIGN
FOR 'THE HYENA. MA'AM

PEANUTS R

CAWS" Au.Tit
SterFUtacE5

LETS SEEE..I
WROTE IT 004N
Di A LITTLE SUP
OF PAPER ...
HERE IT IS..

HAS STATIONERY MOVED ON?
Dear Heloise: I don't have a computer. After running out of writing STATIONERY, I went to have it
replaced. What a shock to discover that no store in my
area carries writing stationery!
This generation uses the computer, and handwriting
is from the past. A writing tablet is all I can find.
Is writing stationery considered obsolete? -- Dorothy M.,
Brea, Calif.
How true this seems to bet
Thank-you,noAes and par
vitations are easily found,
pretty stationery has seemed
disappear. Maybe we can catch
the ear of merchandisers. Letters written on pretty stationery
can't become a thing ofthe past!
Heloise
by
SCUFF-BUSTER
Dear Heloise: My husband
Heloise
sometimes scuffs the flat painted walls in our rental home with
his wheelchair. Any suggestions? -- Nancy Q., via
email
Nancy, it's best to use a gradual approach to taking
care of these stains. Start with the mildest cleaning
agent, and if that doesn't work, take the next step.
To tryfirst: a soft towel dampened with water. If you
see no improvement, try a melamine-white sponge, but
rub gently.
A last resort can be laundry detergent: I tablespoon
to I gallon of water.
Never use scrub brushes or harsh cleansers. These
can leave swirl marks, and will attract more dirt!
I've collected my best homemade cleaning solutions
in a handy pamphlet. Would you like to receive one?
It's simple! Visit www.Heloise.com to order, or send
a long, self-addressed, stamped (68 cents) envelope,

THAT'S THE SAME
Fla/RE I 601!

along with $.5, to: HeloiselHCS, P.O. Box 79500!,San
Antonio, 7X 78279-5001. Always label all bottles with
their exact contents. and keep out of the reach ofchildren. -- Heloise
THE DAILY GRIND
Dear Heloise: To store salt and pepper grinders that
are open at the bottom, find a jar lid of the right size
and place the grinder in it.
I keep them in the pantry so no one sees the misbut you could decorate them.
nds all- over the place! -4`..4(ilte H., Tu51;-

SOUNDS DELICIOUS!
Dear Heloise: I love eating a sandwich with potato
chips. I decided that what I like best about the chips is
the crunch. So I switched to a fresh green pepper! I cut
it into small squares. so it's just like chips. That's a lot
healthier! -- JoAnne NI., Columbus, Ohio
ICKY LICKING
Dear Heloise: Since we're approaching cold-andflu season, I would like to remind those who work in
the public, such as cashiers and waitresses, to avoid
licking their fingers to open plastic grocery bags or to
turn the pages on their ordering checks.
It's unsanitary for both the customer and the worker.
This is an easy way for germs to spread. -- Sherry in
North Canton, Ohio
MAD GRAB
Dear Heloise: I keep a pair of kitchen tongs in the
glove compartment of my car. It makes picking up
dropped items from the floor so easy, and I don't have
to remove my seat belt -- safety first! -- Patty G., Parkersburg, W.Va.
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Dec. 9, 2016:
This year you have the ability to change gears
quickly. You express vitality and energy. Others
recognize those qualities in you, and will want to
be around you as a result. If you are single, you
meet people with ease and develop a strong sense
of what could happen between you. This year will
present a very special relationship opportunity, if
you choose to take it. If you are attached, the two
of you evolve to a new level of caring. Your bond
continues to be a romantic one. ARIES knows how
to get you moving, even when you are trying to be
still and centered!
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Wake up to prediabetes
In Tom Cruise's 2013 Jack Harper movie,"Oblivion." it's hard to know
who was less hip to what was going on: Earth's beleaguered inhabitants
or their supposed controllers. Kinda like what's happening right here in
the USA.Turns out that more than a third of the country's population has
prediabetes, and they're often oblivious to it. That's in part because their
doctors are not inclined to follow guidelines about testing for the condition or, if they do identify someone with the condition, they often fail to
provide treatment or even make suggestions for lifestyle modifications!
Oblivion is trumping common sense.
A recent study published in the Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine looked at a sample of folks 45 and up who'd received an A IC
test (it reveals your average blood glucose level). Forty percent of women
and 36.5 percent of men had prediabetes (defined as an A IC of 5.7 percent
to 6.4 percent). But when the researchers looked at the study group's medical records,they found that "three-fourths of those with prediabetes were
not provided with an appropriate treatment plan." Yikes!
That means, like Jack Harper, you've got to face reality and save your
world. If you're overweight, ask your doc for a screening test; make sure
you get the results; and if your A IC is between 5.7 percent and 6.4 percent, INSIST on getting lifestyle and treatment recommendations. Losing
just 5 percent of your weight can ease or reverse the condition, and taking
metformin and a statin may save you from diabetes and heart disease.

Hints From Halo's°
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Dec. 8, the
343rd day of 2016. There are 23
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 8, 1941, the United
States entered World War II as Congress declared war against Imperial
Japan,a day after the attack on Pearl
Harbor.
On this date:
In 1765. Eli Whitney, inventor of
the cotton gin, was born in Westborough, Massachusetts.
In 1854,Pope Pius IX proclaimed

Mum

good part of your day. at least mentally. The power
of a positive experience is likely to empower you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You'll want to understand more of what
is going to happen with you and someone else.
Know that you will need to demonstrate flexibility
and goodwill. Your thoughts might head in a new
direction once you accept certain facts.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Deter to others with the knowledge that you
could head in your own direction if you do not like
what comes down the pike. You often give away
your power by not recognizing your options. Once
they are seen, you can afford to be truly giving.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; **** You could be particularly
in tune with what
1 -Difficult
is happening around you. You are able to grow and
honor a new direction without upsetting the apple
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
cart. Of course, you might want to stir things up. If
**** Your creativity continues to be the most so, look at your true
motives.
important factor in determining what is going to SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
happen between you and a partner or several **** Your desire for fun
and a little joke-swapping
close friends. Unpredictability has a way of shaking emerges. Know that you can
do only so much right
up the status quo, as you know well.
now. Incorporate your boundaries and limitations
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
into a certain situation Do not put yourself in a
*** Read between the lines when dealing with a position where
you would be uncomfortable.
problem. You might not be seeing the whole picture, CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Ja
n. 19)
which could affect your ability to understand what **** Honor a decision
you made a while ago.
is going on. Step back and observe more. As a You tend to acknowled
ge your choices, but rarely
result, your conclusion could be much different.
seem to honor them. Reach out to someone who is
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
instrumental to your personal life. You might want
***** You see more of what is going on than to buy this person
a card or a token of affection.
many other people. How you represent yourself AQUARIUS (Jan. 20
-Feb. 18)
could be shocking to several loved ones. Be more ***** You could
be on top of your game,
in touch with how others are reacting. Choose your and you'll use that
energy for both work and fun.
words more carefully and tone down your style a Communication is
instrumental and could crack
bit.
open a door for you to get a glimpse of how
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
someone you care about views life.
**** Your focus might be on the impact of an PISCES (Feb.
19-March 20)
unexpected development. How you see what is *** Honor
what is going on with a loved one.
going on will tell you which way to go. Make sure Know that you can't change
this person's actions.
your vision is as complete as it can be. Honor your You could be emotionall
y uncomfortable with what
feelings. Understand where you are going with a is happening,
yet you recognize the courage it took
conversation.
him or her to follow through on his or her actions.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Reach out to someone you really care BORN TODAY
about. Making plans to visit with this person in the Singer/actor Donny
Osmond (1957), actor John
near future could be delightful and might take a Malkovich (1953), actor
Kirk Douglas (1916)
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The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —
Louisville's frontcourt led
the way over an outmatched
opponent.
Mangok Mathiang scored
15 points to help No. 11 Louisville to a 74-51 victory over
Southern Illinois on Wednesday night.
The 6-foot-10 senior got
the Cardinals (8-1) off to
a hot start as he scored the
team's first seven points, and
Louisville settled in from
there,extending the lead 21-4
in the game's first 8 minutes.
Sophomore Deng Adel,

who finished with his first
career double-double, said
the team came out focused at
the start.
"I think it was just our ball
movement," said the 6-7 forward, who finished with 12
points and a career-high 12
rebounds, besting the seven
he grabbed against Boston
College last February."Guys
were looking to run. A lot of
it was easy points. We threw
it into the bigs a lot. Mangok
ignited that run got a couple
day post-ups."
In making six of nine
shots, Mathiang finished two
points shy of his career high

in just 22 minutes.
As Southern Illinois (54) came to the Yum! Center
with no one taller than 6-9,
Louisville used its size to
its advantage. The Cardinals
blocked nine shots and outrebounded the Salukis 43-31.
Southern Illinois coach
Barry Hinson said he knew
there would be a bit of a
shock factor in play, and he
thought his team got over
that as they cut the Louisville
lead to 37-26 at halftime,
thanks to an 8-0 run over the
final 1:32. However, in the
first 4 minutes of the second
half, Louisville built the lead

back to 18 points
"Their length, obviously,
their size bothered us,specifically in the first half," Hinson said."You've got to give
credit to coach (Rick) Pitino.
They went down at us. We
knew they were going to."
Jaylen Johnson, a 6-9
junior, finished with nine
points, 10 rebounds and six
blocks. Mathiang, Johnson,
7-footer Matz Stockman and
6-10 Ray Spalding combined
to shoot 15 of 20, with all the
baskets coming inside the
paint.
)ii• See CARDINALS, Page 10

AP Photo
Southern Illinois' Leo Vincent (5), left, battles Louisville's Donovan
Mitchell (45)for a loose ball during the second half in Louisville, Ky.

KENTUCKY WILDCATS

Welcome to the Monk show

No. 6 Kentucky regroups with 87-63 rout of Valparaiso
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The Associated Press
The Associated Press
LEXINGTON,Ky. — Kentucky's mistake-filled start
quickly gave way to the energetic effort the sixth-ranked
Wildcats acknowledged was
missing against UCLA. And
their intensity soon put things
out of reach for Valparaiso.
Barn Adebayo scored 16
points, Malik Monk added 15
and scored 21 straight points in
a first-half run to beat the Crusaders 87-63 on Wednesday
night.
Needing to rebound after
Saturday's upset by then-No.
II UCLA, Kentucky (8-1)
turned a 4-all tie and seven
turnovers in the first 4 minutes
into a 29-9 lead behind that big
run over 8:51, holding the Crusaders scoreless for 7 minutes
during that stretch.
The Wildcats eventually
built a 34-point lead midway
through the second half on
the way to a feel-good performance that included 19 turnovers and nine blocks, the kind
of effort they're used to.
"I was kind of surprised
(by the UCLA loss) because
that's not us," said senior guard
Dominique Hawkins, who had
six points, four assists and
three rebounds.
"We usually come in and
put pressure on the ball and
make the ball handler feel uncomfortable. ... When they did
get in the lane, it was usually
a blocked shot or you had to
throw a half-floater over one of
our bigs."
Valparaiso (7-2) shot just
28 percent in the first half and
finished 23 of 67 from the field
(34 percent). It was the Crusaders' second-lowest field goal
percentage this season.
Those struggles made it easy
for Kentucky to outscore the
Crusaders 46-32 in the paint
and 18-2 on the fast break.
"Our game plan coming
in was making sure we took
good shots so they couldn't fly
up the court," first-year coach
Matt Lottich said. "I thought
in the first half we took a lot of
quick shots, they sped us up a
lot and really got out and got in

AP Photo
Kentucky's Malik Monk dunks during the second half against Valparaiso in Lexington, Ky. Kentucky
won 87-63.
good in transition."
believed was a leg cramp but
Derek Willis added 12 returned to finish off his ninth
points and Isaiah Briscoe had 20-point effort in as many
10 for Kentucky, which shot games.
46 percent after making just
BIG PICTURE
41 percent against UCLA.
Valparaiso: The Crusaders
High-scoring
Valparaiso haven't shot above 50 percent
forward Alec Peters scored 16 this season and for a while apof his 23 points in the second peared headed to a season low
half for the Crusaders, who from the field.
had their four-game winning
They went scoreless for
streak snapped eight days af- more than 2 minutes several
ter upsetting No. 21 Rhode times and couldn't slow KenIsland.
tucky even with its reserves in
The nation's second-lead- the game, being outscored 34ing scorer coming in (25.4 15 in that area.
points per game) went to the
Losing Tevonn Walker
locker room briefly in the sec- (eight points) to early foul
ond half with what Lottich trouble also hurt.

Kentucky: Coach John
Calipari sought defensive improvement after allowing 53
percent shooting by UCLA
and got it for the most part after a sloppy start.
Power forward Wenyen
Gabriel started and had two of
his career-best three blocks by
halftime and had six rebounds.
The Wildcats controlled the
boards 48-41.
POLL IMPLICATIONS
Kentucky has another game
on Sunday against Hofstra,
but its Top 10 status appears
safe after bouncing back from
the UCLA loss.

CONTAINMENT
Gabriel, Willis and later
Briscoe guarded the 6-foot9 Peters, a combination that
forced him to miss his first six
shots and seven of 10 in the
first half. The Associated Press
honorable mention All-America regrouped to make nine of
his final 14 attempts, which
didn't surprise Calipari.
"We were just trapping and
going at him and making him
think, so he couldn't get into a
rhythm." he said."You saw the
one he shot on Isaiah Briscoe,
he turned and just shot. If he
gets in rhythm, he's making
baskets. He's that good."•

le with what
to grow and
g the apple
things up. If

e-swapping
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I limitations
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Cubs acquire

James, Cavs crush Knicks 126-94 at MSG
The Associated Press

ing the Knicks their worst
loss of the season. Irving led
NEW YORK — LeBron Cleveland with 28 points and
James scored 25 points, Ky- Love scored 21. 16 in the first
rie Irving and Kevin Love quarter.
also surpassed 20, and the
Brandon Jennings scored
Cleveland Cavaliers crushed 16 points for the Knicks. who
the New York Knicks 126-94 had their four-game winning
on Wednesday night.
streak snapped and lost for
James had nothing to say the just the third time in 10
Wednesday morning about games.
Knicks President Phil JackHe started for Derrick
son and not much more Rose, who missed his first
about his decision to not stay game of the season with lowwith the team in a Donald er back pain.
Trump-branded hotel, but he
Tristan Thompson grabbed
and the Cavs made a loud 20 rebounds for the Cavs.
statement at Madison Square They played without guard
Garden.
J.R. Smith, who returned to
It was their second straight Cleveland for additional testwin after a three-game skid, ing after hyperextending his
and they did it easily in hand- left knee Monday in Toronto.

It was the first meeting
since James was angered
when Jackson referred to his
friends and business partners
as a "posse" last month in an
ESPN interview.
James refused to answer
questions at the Cavs' shootaround about Jackson, who
watched the game from his
usual seat a few rows back of
center court.
Love and Irving made consecutive 3-pointers to kick
off a 20-4 spurt that extended a one-point lead to 34-17
and the Knicks never really
recovered.
They trimmed it to nine
See NBA, Page 10

AP Photo
Cleveland Cavaliers forward LeBron James (23) drives
to the basket with New York Knicks forward Carmelo Anthony (7) defending at Madison Square Garden.

OXON HILL, Md. — Wade
Davis already had closed out a
World Series. And that was part
of his appeal for the Chicago
Cubs.
In a trade between the last
two champions, the Cubs acquired the All-Star reliever
from the Kansas City Royals on
Wednesday for outfielder Jorge
Soler. Davis immediately takes
over the spot held by Aroldis
Chapman, who became a free
agent after the Cubs won their
first title since 1908.
"Wade is going to pitch the
ninth inning," Cubs general
manager Jed Hoyer said.
Davis has done especially well in the postseason and
helped the Royals win the 2015
crown.In 27 1/3 career postseason innings as a reliever, he has
a 0.33 ERA with 39 strikeouts.
The 31 -year-old righty went
2-1 with 27 saves in 30 chances and a 1.87 ERA last season;
He spent time on the disabled
with a forearm injury and was
limited to 43 1/3 innings, but
returned to pitch in September.
Hoyer said Royals GM Dayton Moore allowed the Cubs'
trainer to examine Davis earlier
in the day, and the medical report was fine.
"He looks fantastic,- Hoyer
said.
The 24-year-old Soler hit
.238 with 12 home runs and 31•
RBIs in 86 games last season.
He missed almost two months
because of a strained left hamstring.
"Love his upside. Love his
power," Moore said.
For the Royals, the deal
made financial sense as they try
to cope with several star players eligible to leave after the
2017 season. Davis, who will
make $10 million next year,
was part of those looming free
agents, along with outfielder
Lorenzo Cain, first baseman
Eric Hosmer, third baseman
Mike Moustakas and pitcher
Danny Duffy.
Starting next offseason,
teams only receive a draft pick
after the first round if a player
signs with a new club for $50
million or more. Otherwise, it's
a lower pick.
At 24, Soler is under contract control by the Royals for
a while,"so this was important'
for us," Moore said.
Soler figures to play right
field and can also serve as a
designated hitter.
Davis joins a bullpen that
includes Hector Rondon Pedro Strop, Carl Edwards Jr. and
more. For a team that expects
to play "that seventh month,"
as Hoyer said, it helps to have
extra arms.
Hoyer said the Cubs saw the
physical toll it takes on pitcherii
to play until November. With '•
Chicago well positioned to try
to extend its run. Hoyer said,
"we want to plan accordingly."
Chapman was traded from
the New York Yankees to the
Cubs late in the season.
"Having Wade there from
Day One then makes everySee CUBS, Page 10
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NBA BASKETBALL

AREA SCHEDULE

Wednesday% Results
No games scladuled
Today's Games
No games scheduled
FrIday's Games
BOYS BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m
Calloway County at Graves County
Murray High at Paducah Tilghman
GIRLS BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
Calloway County at Graves County

7 p.m.
ESPN - Houston at Oklahoma City
fit30 p.m.
ESP% - Phoenix at LA. Laken

soma

220 p.m.
FS2- Bundesliga, EJntracht Frankfurt vs TSG
1899 liottenheim
SWIMMING
810 p.m
NBCSN - FINA, World Swimming Championsnips, at Vhndsor Ontario

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
530 p.m.
FS1 - Forclharn at St John's
6:30 p.m
CBSSN - Vanderbilt at Middle Tennessee
7 p.m
ESPN2- knva St at Iowa
8 p.m.
ESMIU - Nicholls at Florida St.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6 p.m
ESPII - College Football Awards show, at
Atlanta
GOLF
1 p.m.
GOLF - PGA Tour, Franklin Templeton
Shootout first round, at Naples. Fla
8 p.m
GOLF - European Tour, UBS Hong Kong Open,
second round, at Hong Kong
12 a.m.(Friday)
GOLF- European Tour, UBS Hong Kong Open,
second round, at Hong Kong
3 a.m.(Friday)
GOLF - Ladies European Tour. Omega Dubai
Masters, third round, at Dubai, United Arab Emirates
NBA
6 p.m.
TNT - Minnesota at Toronto
8:30 p.m.
TNT- San Antonio at Chicago
NR.
725 p.m.
NBC 8 NFL- Oakland at Kansas City
SOCCER
4:20 a.m.
FS1 - FIFA Club World Cup, playoff. Urawa
or Kashima (Japan l in Auckland City (New Zealand), at Yokohama. Japan
9:50 a.m.
FS2 - UEFA Europa League, Villarreal vs.
Steaua Bucurest
12 p.m.
FS1 - UEFA Europa League. Zorya Luhansk
vs Manchester United
SWIMMING
2:30 p.m.
NBCSN - FINA, World Swimming Championships, at Windsor, Ontario
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
FS1 - Texas A&M at TCU
8 p.m.
BIN - Army at Minnesota
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
FS1 -Longwood at Creighton
9 p.m
BTT4-Georgia Southern at Minnesota
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2- NCAA FCS quarterfinal, teams TBA
COLLEGE SOCCER
6 p.m.
ESPNU - NCAA College Cup, semifinal. at
Houston
8:45 p.m.
ESPNU - NCAA College Cup, semifinal. at
Houston
GOLF
2 p.m.
GOLF - PGA Tour, Franklin Templeton
Shootout second round, at Naples, Fla.
5 p.m.
GOLF -PGA TOM PNC Father/Son Challenge,
Day 1, at Orlando, Fla.
10:30 p.m.
GOLF-European Tour, UBS Hong Kong Open,
third round, at Hong Kong
4 a.m.(Saturday)
GOLF - Ladies European Tour, Omega Dubai
Masters, final round. at Dubai, Under) Arab Emir-

PRO FOOTBALL
MR
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
te L T
Pct PP PA
New England
10 2 0 .833 319 207
Miami
7 5 0 .583 255 278
Buffalo
6 6 0 .500 305 274
N.Y Jets
3 9 0 .250 206 307
North
W LT
Pct Pt: PA
Baltimore
7 5 0 .583 256 297
Pittsburgh
7 5 0 .583 290 236
Cincinnati
4 7 1 .375 245 259
Cleveland
0 12 0 .000 197 352
South
W L T
Pot Pt: PA
Houston
6 6 0 .500 207 257
Indianapolis
6 6 0 .500 311 311
Tennessee
6 6 0 .500 308 296
Jacksonville
2 10 0 .167 224 313
West
W I T
Pct Pt: PA
Oakland
10 2 0 .833 345 299
Kansas City
9 3 0 .750 281 242
Denver
8 4 0 .667 286 229
San Diego
5 7 0 .417 334 319
NADOKAL CONFERBICE
East
VI I. T
Pct Pt: PA
x-Dallas
11 1 0 .917 333 228
N.Y Giants
8 4 0 .667 245 237
Washington
6 5 1 .542 303 295
Philadelphia
5 7 0 .417 268 245
North
W I T
Pct Pt: PA
Detroit
8 4 0 .667 275 251
Green Bay
6 6 0 .500 295 302
Minnesota
6 6 0 .500 233 209
Chicago
3 9 0 .250 204 270
South
W IT
Pct Pt: PA
Atlanta
7 5 0 .583 186 331
Tampa Bay
7 5 0 .583 277 285
New Orleans
5 7 0 .417 347 335
Carolina
480.333 283 321
West
W LT
Pct Pt: PA
Seattle
8 3 1 .708 264 194
Arizona
5 6 1 .458 276 251
Los Angeles
4 8 0 .333 180 262
San Francisco
111 0 .083 234 370
x-clinched playoff spot
Todars Game
Oakland at Kansas City, 7:25 p.m.
Sundays Games
Denver at Tennessee, 12 p.m.
Cincinnati at Cleveland, 12 p.m.
Minnesota at Jacksonville, 12 p.m.
Arizona at Miami, 12 p.m.
Houston at Indianapolis, 12 p.m.
Washington at Philadelphia, 12 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Buffalo, 12 p.m.
San Diego at Carolina, 12 p.m.
Chicago at Detroit. 12 p.m.
N.Y. Jets at San Francisco, 3:05 p.m.
New Orleans at Tampa Bay, 3:25 p.m.
Seattle at Green Bay, 3:25 p.m.
Atlanta at Los Angeles, 3:25 p.m.
Dallas at N.Y. Giants, 7:30 p.m.
Monday's Games
Baltimore at New England, 7:30 p.m.

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Toronto
14
7
Boston
13
9
New York
12
10
Brooklyn
6
15
Philadelphia
4
18

Pct
GB
667
591
/
2
11
545 212
286
8
182 101,2

Southeast Division

•NBA

He shared USA Basketball Male Athlete of the Year
award earlier Wednesday with
From Page 9
Kevin Durant after winning
his record third gold medal in
during the Cavs' run of six Rio.
Rose left the Knicks' victostraight points, and another
burst to open the second half ry over Miami on Tuesday in
pushed it to 71-48 on Irving's the third quarter and was still
feeling pain when he arrived
3-pointer.
It was a rough first quar- Wednesday to meet with team
ter for former Knicks guard doctors, who sent him for
Iman Shumpert, who missed an MRI exam to make sure
a layup and a breakaway there was nothing structurally
dunk, when he appeared to wrong.•
hurt his hand after hitting it
on the rim.
Irving came in averaging
28.4 points in five games at
MSG,his highest in any arena.
www.murrayledger.com
Anthony was presented with his USA Basketball
Olympic championship ring
before the game.

READ
US ONLINE

N-01%(

W
L
Pct
13
9
501
11
12 .478
10
13
435
7
13
350
7
15
318
Caere! Division
W
Cleveland
15
5
750
Milwaukee
11
9
550
Chicago
11
10
524
Detroit
12
12
500
Indiana
10
11
WESTERN COMMENCE
Southwest Division
•
L
Pct
San Antonio
18
816
4
Houston
15
7
682
Memphis
15
652
8
New Orleans
15
7
318
Dallas
4
17
190
Northwest Division
W
L
Pct
Oklahoma City
14
8
636
Utah
14
9
609
Portland
12
11
522
Denver
8
14
364
Minnesota
6
15
286
Pacific Division
VI
I
Pct
Golden State
18
3 .857
LA. Clippers
16
6
727
L.A. takers
10
14
.417
Sacramento
8
13
381
Phoenix
6
15
286
Giesday's Results
Orlando 124, Washington 116
Detroit 102, Chicago 91
New York 114, Miami 103
Memphis 96, Philadelphia 91
San Antonio 105, Minnesota 91
Utah 112, Phoenix 105
Wednesday's Results
Boston 117, Orlando 87
Charlotte 87, Detroit 77
Atlanta 103, Miami 95
Brooklyn 116, Denver 111
Cleveland 126, New York 94
Houston 134, LA takers 95
Milwaukee 115, Portland 107
Sacramento 120, Dallas 89
Indiana at Phoenix, late
Golden State at Lk Clippers, late
Today's Games
Denver at Washington,6 p.m.
Minnesota at Toronto,6 p.m.
Philadelphia at New Orleans, 7 pm
Portland at Memphis,7 p.m.
Golden State at Utah, 8 p.m.
San Antonio at Chicago,8:30 p.m
Chenotts
Atlanta
Wand°
WasMngton
Miami

GB
25.4
3h
5
6

GB
3
Pi
11
13i1
GB
h
6
PH
GB
21,2
914
10
12

Next at Kansas State, Sunday

PRO HOCKEY

NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L OT Pts
Montreal
17 6 3 37
Ottawa
15 9 2 32
rBam
ostpaBay
on
15 10 1 31
14 11 2 30
13 11 3 29
FloridaDetroi
12 11 4 28
Buffalo
10 10 6 26
MEN
Toronto
10 9 5 25
TOP 25 FARED
Metropolitan Division
Wednesday's Results
W I OT Pts
1. Villanova (9-0) did not play. Next is No. 23
Pittsburgh
16 7 3 35
Notre Dame, Saturday.
NY Rangers
17 9 1 35
2. UCU% (9-0) did not play Next: vs. Michigan,
Columbus
15 5 4 34
Saturday.
Philadelphia
15 10 3 33
3. Kansas (8-1) did not play. Next: rs. NebrasWashington
14 7 3 31
ka. Saturday.
New Jersey
12 7 6 30
4. Baylor (8-0) did not play. Next vs. Southern
N.Y. Islanders
10 10 5 25
University, Wednesday.
Carolina
10 10 5 25
5. Duke (9-1) did not play. Next: at UNLV, SatWESTERN CONFERENCE
urday.
Central Division
6. Kentucky (8-1) beat Valparaiso 87-63. Next
W
L OT Pts
vs. Hofstra. Sunday.
Chicago
17 8 3 37
7. North Carolina (9-1) beat Davidson 83-74
St
Louis
15
7
4 34
Next vs. Tennessee, Sunday.
Winnipeg
13 13 3 29
8. Gorizaga (8-0) vs. Washington. Next vs AkMinnesota
12 8 4 28
ron, Saturday.
Nashydle
12 9 4 28
9. Indiana (7-1) did not play. Next: vs Houston
Dallas
10 11 6 26
Baptist Saturday.
Colorado
9 14 1
19
10. Creighton (9-0) beat Nebraska 77-62. Next:
Pacific Division
vs. Longwood. Friday.
W I OT Pts
11. Louisville (8-1) beat Southern Illinois 74Edmonton
14 10 4 32
51. Next vs. Texas &Ahern, Saturday.
San Jose
15 9 1
31
12, Saint Mary's(6-0) did not play. Next: vs. UT
Calgary
14 13 2 30
Arlington, Thursday.
Anaheim
12 9 5 29
13. Xavier (7-2) lost to Colorado 68-66. Next:
Los Angeles
13 10 2 28
vs. Utah, Saturday.
Vancouver
11 13 2 24
14. Virginia (8-1) did not play. Next vs. Robert
Arizona
8 13 4 20
Morris,Saturday, Dec. 17.
Tuesday's Results
15. West Virginia (7-1) beat Western Carolina
N.Y. Islanders 4, N Y Rangers?
90-37. Next vs. VMI, Saturday.
Philadelphia 3, Florida?. OT
16. Butler (8-1) lost to Indiana State 72-71
New Jersey 3. Vancouver 2
Next vs. No. 22 Cincinnati, Saturday.
Buffalo 4, Edmonton 3, OT
17. Wisconsin (8-2) beat Idaho State 78-44.
St.
Louis 3, Montreal 2, OT
Next at Marquette, Saturday.
Detroit 4, Winnipeg 3, SO
18. Purdue (7-2) did not play. Next: vs. CleveNashville 4, Colorado 3
land State, Saturday.
Calgary 2, Dallas 1
19. South Carolina (8-0) did not play. Next: vs.
Chicago 4, Arizona 0
Seton Hall, Monday.
Wednesday's Results
20. Arizona (7-2) did not play, Next at MissouMinnesota 3, Toronto?
ri, Saturday.
Washington 4, Boston 3,01
21. Florida (7-2) did not play. Next: at Flonda
Carolina at Anaheim, late
State, Sunday.
Ottawa at San Jose, late
22. Cincinnati (7-1) did not play. Next: at No 16
Today's Games
Butler, Saturday.
St. Louis at N.Y. Islanders. 6 p.m.
23. Notre Dame (9-0) did not play. Next: vs No
Edmonton
at
Philadelphia,
6 p.m.
1 Villanova, Saturday.
Colorado at Boston,6 p.m.
24. Oregon (7-2) did not play. Next vs. AlaNew
Jersey at Montreal,6:30 p.m.
bama, Sunday.
Vancouver at Tampa Bay, 6:30 p.m.
25. Iowa State (6-2) did not play. Next: at Iowa.
Pittsburgh at Florida, 630 p.m.
Thursday.
N.Y Rangers at Winnipeg, 7 p.m.
WOMEN
Nashville at Dallas, 7:30 p.m.
TOP 25 FARED
Calgary at Arizona, 8 p.m.
Wednesday's Results
Carolina at Los Angeles, 930 p.m.
1 UConn (8-0) beat No 2 Notre Dame 72-61

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

2 Notre Dame (8-1) lost to No 1 UConn 72-61
Next at No 16 DePaul, Saturday
3 Baylor (10-1) did not play Next vs Winthrop, Thursday, Dec. 15.
4 Maryland (9-01 did not play Next Vs Saint
Peter's Thursday
5 Mississippi State (8-0) did not pay Next at
Southern Mississippi, Saturday.
6 South Carolina (6-1) did not play Next vs
Minnesota, Sunday
7. Florida State (8-1) did not play Next vs No
23 Florida. Thursday
8 Louisville (7-2) did not play Next vs. Western Kentucky, Sunday
9. UCLA (6-1) did not play Next vs Michigan,
Sunday
Sylanford (8-1) did not play Next at Tennessee, Sunday, Dec. 18.
Ii Washington (8-1) vs. Cal State Nortfinage
Next vs. Boise State, Sunday
12. Ohio State (7-3) beat Southern University
108-73 Next- vs Canisius. Sunday
13 West Virginia (9-0) did not play Next vs
Soutn Carolina Upstate, Saturday
14 Miami 18-1i did not play Nell at FILL Friday, Dec 16
15 Kentucky (5-2) did not play Next vs Mid die Tennessee State, Friday
16. DePaul (6-2) did not play Next: vs No 2
Notre Dame, Saturday
17 Texas (2-4) did not play Next. vs Tennessee, Sunday
18 Colorado (8-0) did not play Next. vs Colorado State, Thursday
19 Oklahoma (5-2) did riot play Next vs Ter as-Rio Grande Valley, Thursday.
20. Syracuse (7-3) beat Coppon State 76-30
Next: vs Niagara, Saturday
1.uke (9-1) did not play. Neil: vs. Elon.
2
Thursday.22. South Florida (6-0) did not play. Next: at
Arkansas State, Sunday.
23. Florida (6-2) did not play Ned: at No. 7
Florida State, Thursday.
24. Oregon State (5-ti did not play. Next: vs.
Southern Utah, Saturday
25. Virginia Tech (9-Ui beat CCSLI 81-47 Next:
vs Bowling Green, Sunday

GE
76
64
63
77
89
65
55
72
GF
88
97
77
90
61
66
66
58

GA
80
69
53
87
55
68
73
65

OF
78
72
77
66
75
67
52

GA
68
72
85
51
69
87
73

OF
83
60
73
67
66
60
57

GA
74
51
83
67
66
78
80

•CARDINALS

AP Photo
In this 2015 file photo, South Florida football coach Willie Taggart looks on during the second half of an NCAA
college football game against Cincinnati, In Tampa, Fla.

Oregon hires Willie
Taggart as new coach

Mu
hr
to d
to

The Associated Press

cent history of playing among
the nation's elite, and I look
Willie Taggart has become forward to the challenge of
known for rebuilding programs upholding the excellence,"
at Western Kentucky and South Taggart said in a statement. "I
Florida. His next endeavor will can't wait to get started."
be much more high profile,
Taggart was 16-20 at Westtrying to turn around the strug- ern Kentucky, taking over
gling Oregon Ducks.
when it was first transitioning
Oregon announced Wednes- to FBS. He went 7-5 in his last
day that it had hired Taggart two seasons with the Hilltopto take over following a dis- pers and then moved to USF,
appointing 4-8 season and the not far from where he grew up
dismissal of coach Mark Hel- in Bradenton, Florida.
frich.
It took two seasons and a
Taggart has been coach at change in offensive philosoUSF for the past four seasOns, phy from more pro-style, West
guiding the team from a 2-10 Coast schemes to a spread, but
record his first year to a 10-2 he now has the 25th-ranked
mark this year and a spot in the Bulls rolling.
Birmingham Bowl.
They finished second in the
Before he arrived in Tampa American Athletic Conference
he spent three seasons at his East Division to Temple and
alma mater, Western Kentucky, will play South Carolina on
inheriting a winless program Dec. 29 in the Birmingham
that he turned around with Bowl.
back-to-back winning seasons.
Wednesday was the second
"Willie places an empha- straight day the AAC has lost
sis on ensuring a positive stu- one of its best coaches, and
dent-athlete experience and the third the conference has
on winning, and his previous lost since Thanksgiving weekstops have proven his success end.Temple's Matt Rhule was
at both," Oregon athletic direc- hired by Baylor on Monday
tor Rob Mullens said in a state- and Tom Herman left Houston
ment."We have a very bright for Texas on Nov.26.
future under his leadership."
Taggart had support from
A news conference to for- former NFL player and broadmally introduce Taggart was caster Tony Dungy, whose son
set for Thursday.
Eric played at 14 in 2014 afTaggart,40,is the first coach ter transferring flora Oregon.
Oregon has hired from outside
Taggart served as running
the program since 1976. The backs coach for Jim Harbaugh
Ducks' previous three coaches, at Stanford from 2007-09 and
Mike Bellotti, Chip Kelly and is credited with helping to reHelfrich, were all assistants cruit Andrew Luck. Harbaugh
who were promoted.
had recruited Taggart, a quarTaggart will also be the first terback, to play at Western
black head football coach at Kentucky under father Jack
Oregon. The length and terms Harbaugh from 1995-98.
of his contract with the Ducks
After taking over when
were not immediately released. Kelly left in 2013, Helfrich
"Oregon has a strong na- went 37-16 in his four seasons
tional presence and a proud re- as head coach of the Ducks. II

the first half. Even without Anas
Mahmoud. their main big man
From Page 9
who missed his second game
because of a concussion. Louis"We have size," Pitino said. ville's frontcourt more than held
"We throw to the low post. If its own against the smaller Sathey're not doubling, then we're lukis. Four Cardinals w ho stand
going to get easy shots."
6-9 or taller combined to go 8 of From Page 9
Sean O'Brien led the Salukis 10 from the field in the first half.
with 15 points and II rebounds helping the team shoot 55.2 perbody else a little bit better,"
while Mike Rodriguez added 15 cent in the first 20 minutes.
Cubs manager Joe Maddon
points.
said."And also, when you win
BIG PICTURE
games. when you win a lot of
HE SAID IT
Southern Illinois: For the third
"I don't think were great at games, win a lot of games in
time this season, the Salukis fell anything. 1 think we're good at a row, that's where you have
the
to a Power Five foe on the road lot of things. I don't think were tendency to beat somebod
y up.
and all of the losses have been by great at anything, but we hope So by having this kind
of depth,
double digits. Not only could the to get there, though . in a hurry." you don't have to put
the burSalukis not deal with Louisville's Pitino. assessing his team in the den on one or two guys."
size, they also failed to stretch post-game news conference. Two
"It's going to mean you can
out the Cardinals' defense as they weeks from tonight, the Cardi- spread it out a little bit
more.
made just 5 of 24 3-point shots.
nals will host No. 6 Kentucky, So having Wade there at end
Louisville: For a team that starting a three-game, 10-day permits us to use these
other
has struggled at times on offense, stretch against teams currently guys differently and the
ability
the Cardinals looked strong in ranked 14th or higher.•
to spread out the workload," he

•CUBS

said.
The trade was announced at
the winter meetings, where relievers have been a main focus.
The San Francisco Giants gave
closer Mark Melancon a $62
million, four-year deal while
free agents Kenley Jansen and
Chapman are still available.
"There's several guys out
there right now that everybody,
would like to have, and the
guys that are out there as free
agents are obvious. How many
people would like to have him,"
Maddon said.
Asked about Davis vs. the
Cubs' closer last October, "I
can't tell you he's better. He's
just different."
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MORNING NEWSPAPER CARRIER
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for a Newspaper Delivery Carrier to assist in the
morning distribution. Papers are delivered early mornings6 days per
week. Must have dependable transportation,valid driver's license,current
vehicle insurance,ability to work early morning hours, Saturdays and
some holidays, physically able to lift bundles of newspapers repetitively.

Apply at location.
1001 WhitnelI Ave. Murray, Ky 42071
The Murray Ledger eb, Times is an equal opportunity employer.
Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.
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St. • Murray, KY • 270-753-2571

www.murrayhomeandauto.com
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